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PREFACE
Within the past few years, there have been tremendous
strides made
in synthesizing new polymers and characterizing their
structures.

At the

same time much knowledge has becorie available for helping
to understand
the solid state behavior of these polymeric systems.

Much of the past

research in the area of solid state behavior, however, has been confined to

homopolymeric systems such as polyethylene or polystyrene.

There recently

has been great interest created in understanding the solid state behavior
of copolymeric systems since such systems lend themselves to "custom build-

ing" of a desired system.

However, such "custom building" of a polymeric

system can not be undertaken unless one has some comprehension of how each
of the components of the copolymer interact with each other.

That is, one

must know how each component behaves in the environment where other chemical structures exist.

One of the m.ajor ways of learning about such inter-

action in the solid state is to measure the orientation effects of deformed
films, or to measure the dynamic mechanical properties as a function of

temperature and frequency.
gain the desired knoxvrledge.

Other dynamic studies can also be undertaken to
Tliis

thesis has as its underlying theme the

study of the solid state behavior of various copolymers in order to learn
about the various interactions or differences that arise between the res-

pective components.
The thesis itself is divided into six chanters.

Each of the

first five chapters is concerned T/ith an experimental or theoretical study

vi (n

on a particular copolymer.

Chapter. 1, IT. IV. and V
contain ..nnu.cripts

which ,,ero published durln. the
coarse of the worK

Since these nanu.crlpt..

have heen directly Inserted
into the thesis, the result
Is that so.e pa.es
are n,ultl pa,e numbered.
,Sone syr,hoIs also appear
in these manuscripts

which nay he unfamiliar to those
unacnualnted with polymers and rheo-optlcal
terminology: therefore a glossary of
terms and their detlnitions are
riven
followlnn the list of figure captions.

Since each studv is prlnarily con-

cerned with some aspect of rheo-optlcal
behavior, the thesis has heen appropriately titled. The last chapter of the
thesis contains the basic theorv
and experimental procedures necessary
to understand the rheo-optlcal and

dynamic mechanical work discussed in the main
text.
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CHAPTER

I

RllEO-OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL STUDIES OF SOME
ABA STYRENE BUTADIENE BLOCK COPOLYMERS

A.

INTRODUCTION

At the time this work was initiated, little effort
had been

made to relate the bulk properties of the relatively new
systems of ABA
styrene butadiene styrene block copolymers to their morphology.

Some work

by Hendus-^ had indicated a dependence of the dynamic shear modulus
of such

systems on the styrene block length.

No study, however, had been under-

taken to investigate the effect of film history on the bulk or optical pro-

perties of a single ABA system.

It is known that butadiene and styrene

are not chemically compatible as is indicated by the difference in their

values of solubility parameters which are 8.3 and 9.3 respectively.

Hence

it was believed that casting films from solvents or solvent mixtures having

different solubility parameters could lead to interesting differences in

micro-structure and bulk properties,
Since the time this study was initiated, several others

2

have

been carried out on the same or similar systems with the same goals in mind.
Also a number of theoretical thermodynamic treatments
to explain the behavior of these materials.

3,4

have been used

Recently a rather comprehen-

sive review on block copolymers and other related heterophase elastomers
and their behavior has been undertaken by Cooper and Tobolsky.^
In our

o\im

study of the morphological changes and their effect

upon final properties, a number of techniques were used which could be correlated with each other.

Specifically the techniques of dynamic mechanical

measurements, stress and birefringence relaxation correlated with time and

and temperature, light scattering, and high
speed birefringence were used.
This chapter will be broken into two main
sections.

The first

will present a manuscript regarding the measurement
of stress and birefringence relaxation and high speed birefringence
during rapid elongation

made on one particular ABA system.
The second part of this chapter concerns the dynamic
mechanical

studies on this same ABA system as well as some brief work
on some others.
Tne photographic light scattering behavior of these systems
is presented
in part of Chapter 2.

3

B.

THE EFFECT OF MORPHOLOGY ON THE MECHANICAL AND
RllEO-OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF A STYRENE-BUTADIENE-STYRENE BLOCK COPOLYMER^

by
Garth L. Wilkes and Richard S. Stein
Polymer Research Institute and Department of Chemistry
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts

A BSTRACT

The mechanical and rheo-optical properties of a styrene-butadiene-

styrene block copolymer of a given chemical composition are dependent upon
the morphology of the polymer as affected by the solvent system from which a

polymer film is cast.
are compared.

Films cast from methyl ethyl ketone and from toluene

Properties found to differ are the stress-strain curve, the

birefringence-strain curve, stress relaxation, birefringence relaxation
and the dynamic mechanical spectra.

INTRODUCTION
The mechanical properties of block copolymers containing long, incom-

patible blocks are dependent upon the tendency toward microphase separation
into regions containing essentially the pure components of the copolymer
o

and ranging from 50 to 1000 A in size.
1-5

electron microscopy

Such regions have been seen by
.

and have been studied by low-angle x-ray scattering

2
.

Their size and morphology is dependent upon the block length and is also

affected by the physical conditions of preparing the block copolymer.

An

important variable is the solubility parameter of the solvent used in casting
such films.

Phase inversion may occur when changing from a good solvent

for one component to a good solvent for the other.

"^Supported by Grants from the General Tire and Rubber Company and the
Petroleum Research Fund of the American Chemical Society and by a Contract
from the Office of Naval Research.
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PREPARATION OF

S.YiMPLES

r^e polymer studied was the
ccn^erclal KRAION-.Ol
copolymer (supplied
through the cc^tesy ol
the Shell Company).
This has a nu.he. ave.a.e

molecular weight of 83000 and
contains approximatelv
Fiuiimateiy 7S7
h„ weight
^
^s'> by
ofr styrene (PS)
b

molecule.

The central hlocU of hutadiene
(BD) is primarHy of
1,. structure
(51% cis. A« trans, SZ vinyl).
There appears to be a few
percent of poly.er

with A-B dibJock structure.
Films were cast primarily from
toluene at 40°C on

a

TEFLON surface.

a

37.

solution in methyl-ethyl ketone (MEK)
or

Approximately 0.2%

6-tert. butyl phenol was added
as an antioxidant.

2 .2

'-methylene-bis-

(4

-mothy 1

After the solvent evaporated, the

films were easily stripped off and
were dried for a few days in
vacuum in order
to remove any excess solvent.

STRESS- STRAIN B EHMnnP
Our results agree with those of
previous workers who demonstrate
the

dependence of mechanical properties
upon the solvent system for film
casting^'^
The MEK-cast films show a high
initial modulus and a yield point,
after which

there is a mechanical breakdown and
the film becomes rubbery.
is

This rubberiness

maintained in subsequent stress-strain
cycles and "healing" to produce

high modulus material only occurs after
prolonged time or by heating.

On

other hand, the toluene^cast film has lower
modulus, no yield, and little

hysteresis during recycling.
The difference has been explained

continuous PS network

in^ the"

as due to a more

virgin MEK-cast film.

The regions of PS fail

during the first deformation (at the yield
point), after which the material

a

the

5
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behaves as a continuous rn.bo.
phase (BD) p„l,„er filled
and crossUnked with
the now isolated ha.d PS
pa^ic.es. This ™odel has recently
received confirmation in the birefringence studies
of Fischer and Henderson'
and fro. .echanica,
Studies by Smith and Dicke''"'^.

BIREmNGENCE^
The effect of the

casting solvent upon the variation
of birefringence with
strain has been described by Henderson,
Grundy, and Fischer^
who have sho.^
that the strain-optica] coefficient
of
MEK cast fil. is less than that
of

to]uene-cast fijm.

A greater contribution is thus indicated from the
higher strain-

optica] coefficient of the BD in the
toluene cas^ In which the BD is
believed
to contribute the more
continuous network. Our results in Fig.
1 confirm
these conclusions and also indicate
the effect of time on the behavior.
Data

presented were obtainedwith an optically equipped Instron^ raachine in
which the
sample can be stretched intermittently (static measurement) or at a rate
of 2500%
per second (HS) by means of a high speed elongation device
The high speed data gives the higher
strain-optical coefficient indicating a
-

relaxation of birefringence.
This effect was more directly investigated
by plotting the birefringence relaxation data on

Figs.

(2)

relaxes to

the two kinds of samples

at several

temperatures in

and (3) where it is seen that at similar
temperatures the MEK sample

much the greater extent.

given in Figs.

(4)

and

(5)

Corresponding stress relaxation data are

while the change in stress-optical coefficient

(S.O.C.) with time is given in Figs.

(6)

and (7).

The constancy of this quantity

over the range of temperatures with time for the toluene
sample indicates

constancy of the relaxation mechanism,

a

A reasonable mechanism for this is, as

6
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originally postulated by Fischer
and Henderson', that the
birefringence arises
from the orientation of the PB
principally
network for which the PS domains
act as crosslinks and filler
particles.
The changes with ti^e and
temperature
are associated with changes In
the effective number of
network chains. The
S.O.C. is independent of this number.
In a

manner analogous to that employed for
crystalline poJymers^^^

birefringence

A

the

of a block copolymer may be
described in terms of the con-

tributions from its components.

B

where

^

and

B

*S

S

F

(1)

are the volume fractions of butadiene
and styrene, A
B

and A
S

are the birefringence contributions per
unit volume from these microphases
and A^ is the form birefringence arising
from the anisotropic shape of the

phase boundary.
0.10.

For crystalline polymers, A^/A is usually
]ess than 0.03 -

However, some preliminary evidence has been
advanced that this ratio

may be larger for block
Now

copolymers"'""^.

,

\^%°B

(2)

and

(3)

•

I
I

I

7
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where

a

and

a

S

are the stresses on the
two mlcrophases and

S.O.C.'s of these microphases.

Thus cne
the

For the to]uene-cast film
-im,

phase and to support

n.ost

4)

'

O r

(4)

.

r.f
of

the

the copolymer is

•

a^^

o

and

0

o

.

Thus,

if we

reduces to

C
B

(3)

For a rubber, Kuhn and Grun^"^
have shown that the S.O.C.

_ 2

„e

PR IS
-lo k„i
the PB
believed to form a continuous

of the stress so that

neglect the Jast two terms, Eq

C =

S

and

(n^ + 2)^

is

a constant

,

2

(6)

where n is the average refractive
index of the rubber, and b^ and b^
are the
principal longitudinal and transverse
polarizabilities of the statisticaJ

segment constituting the rubber molecule.

The coefficient

C^^

is

independent of strain and

of the degree of crosslinking and
depends only on the type of polymer.

The constancy of C for the toluene
cast film indicates the applicability

of this model.

The value of C

for polybutadiene may be obtained from
measure-

men ts on the radiation crossJinked rubber.

I

We have done this for the peroxide

I

8
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crosslinked rubber and have found that
polymer is of the
for the

£^

ci_s

is dependent upon whether

or trans configuration.

the

Values are 2700 Brewsters

polymer and 4100 Brewsters for the trans.

The difference between

for the two isomers is attributable to
the

difference between the values of (b^

-

b2)g,which depends upon the arrangement

of bonds in the monomer unit, and upon the number
of monomer units per

statistical

segment, which depends upon the bond arrangement
and rotation potentials.

For

a

mixed

and trans

ci_s

polymer the value of

between that for the pure cis and pure trans

Cc

where

X,.

and

.

is probably intermediate

As a first approximation, we can write

+

(7)

are the mole fractions of the cis and trans isomer in the

polybutadiene and

and

are the respective S.O.C.'s.

be to add a third term to Eq.

vinyl structure.

to take into account

(7)

A possibility would

the contribution of

However, the value of ^ ^, the S.O.C. of

a

rubber having only

vinyl structure, is not known at present.

A more realistic theory comes

from the recent work of Shindo and

which takes into account the

Stein"''^

difference in orientability of segments of different length which leads to

^c
(b

- b

=

)

- b

(b,

~
Xc^

where

(b

- b

)

,

(b

-

b

)

,

I,

and b

cis and trans statistical segments.

dependence upon

s

tereosequence

)c

—

b,.

+ X
+ X

(b

- b

)

—
L

2

L_

(o)

h
t

t

are the anisotropics and longtlis of

A stilJ

the

more accurate tlicory would take the

length into account.

The validity of these

9
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equations is currently being tested
by
uy making
maKing b.O.C.
S O r
n,o
measurements on PB rubbers
of varying cis-trans ratio and
stereoblock
content.

Assuming the validity of Eq
the vinyl structure, the vaJue of
the block copolyri^er.

value of

C for

With

^

.

(7)

and neglecting the contribution
of

was calculated to be
0.74 in Eq

.

(5),

the block copolymer would be 2600

3300 Brewsters for

the calculated

Brewsters.

This is greater

than the value of about 2000 Brewsters
found for the toluene-cast film. The discrepancy
may be accounted for if not quite aU
the stress is borne by the
PB so that
Og/o is somewhat less than unity.

For the MEK fil., the S.O.C. Increases
with time, starting with
less than that for the toluene
is

m

indicated

fll,„

but Increasing vith time.

value

a

Thus, a change

^
the ^^.i
relative contribution
of the two components to the
•

birefringence with time.

At early tin.es, a larger fraction
of the stress is

borne by the more continuous PS network.

The rapid relaxation is a consequence

of the redistribution of this stress and
the change in role of the PS from a

load bearing member to a crosslinking (and
filler) member.
of the S.O.C.

llie

initial low value

is probably a consequence of the low and negative value
of

the S.O.C.

of the PS, according to our interpretation.
In

this case,

the fraction of the stress borne by the PS,

/a,

o

s

larger so that the
tota] C.

term makes a more significant contribution to the

The value of

for PS depends upon whether it is in the glassy or

rubbery state and is + 10 Brewsters for the glass but
the rubbcr''^^'''

is

-

5200 Brewsters for

Whi]e the temperature of our experiments is below T

for
g

PS,

there is microscopic evidence that the PS regions suffer deformation,
in

which case the rubber

value of the S.O.C. is the more appropriate.

10
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The assumption that the PS regions bear more of the stress in the MEK-

cast films is consistent with the morphological evidence of electron microscopy"'"

where the PS and PB regions appear to form an interpenetrating network within

which deformation and eventual rupture of the PS regions may be seen upon
extension.
The difference in relaxation behavior of the toluene and MEK-cast
films is a consequence of the fact that while Og/o is close to unity and relatively

constant for the toluene-cast films, it increases v/ith time for the MEK-cast
film as the load becomes transferred from the PS to the PB with the deformation and rupture of the PS regions.

This may be quantitatively seen by writing for the total stress,

assuming additivity,

a = o„

+ o„

B

S

E

?olyraer

+

c

E

B

S

S

^s

u"r

'

E„

e

S

e

B

^B

+
{-A
\e /

-1)^

f^l

(9)

B \e

where E, E and E are the total elastic Young's modulus and the contributions of the two
components.^
Thus the total modulus represents a weighted average of the high modulus of the
styrene and the lower modulus of the polybutadiene
Gg/e

changes with time during the relaxation.

.

The weighting factor

11
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For the birefringence, the strain-optical
coefficient is given by
the corresponding equation

^=

{

r^^ss(~)-^^B sir]

This equation differs from Eq.

(9)

(10)

in that the weighting factors contain the

S.O.C.'s of the two phases so that a different time
dependence of E and K
will be seen as

eg/e

changes.

The above treatment is oversimplified, of course, in that
it is

assumed that stresses are additive.

As has been discussed by Takayanagi"*-^

whether stresses or strains are additive is dependent upon morphology;
and
real systems are intermediate between the two extremes.
TEMPERATURE- TIME SUPERPOSITION
Beecher, et.al. have shown that mechanical loss data obtained at

different temperatures for PS polyisoprene block copolymer may be superposed

.

We have similarly tried to superpose our stress and birefringence relaxation

data for the two types of samples.

plotted in Figs.

(8)

and

1000/ T is given in Fig.

From these stress data the plot of log a^ vs.

(9).

(10)

Master curves obtained in this way are

and is compared with data previously given by

Beecher, et.al., and that calculated from the WLF equation assuming

a

glass

temperature of cis PB (-95°C).
The agreement between the measured log a^ vs. 1000/T curves and the

calculated curves from the WLF equation.
of mechanica]

The temperature dependence

properties of these polymers is

cribed from simple WLF considerations.

thus more complex than can be des-

-10-

The deviation of our results
fro. si.ple WLF theory
.ay also be
understood in ter.s of E,.
The ti.e- temperature
(9).
superposition of the
two phases are individually
describable by the temperature
dependence of

Characteristic log a^ functions
describable by WLF equations
characteri^ed
by T^'s of each of the phases.
The log a^ function of the
copolymer will be
a weighted average of the
two contributions given by

log

=

(log a^)^

. aog a^J^

ff)

Thus the temperature dependence of
log a^ for the copolymer will be
dependent
upon the temperature dependence of
e^/e
or e^/.. = i ,^/,
be more complicated than that
describable by a simple WLF function.
Since
eg/e
films,

and its temperature dependence differ

for the toluene -cast and MEK- cast

the difference between the log a„ functions
seen in Fig.

—

be expected.

(1)

is to

As concluded by Beecher, et.al., we concur
that time and temperature
are equivalent variables in describing
mechanical properties of these polymers
Id

we

further demonstrate the extension of this conclusion
to the optical

relaxation.

While the log a^ vs.
to calculate

1000/^,

plots are not linear, it is instructive

an approximate activation energy from the data.

The toluene data

are more linear and correspond to activation energies of
45 and 46 Kcal/mole
for the stress and birefringence data, respectively.

Although the data points

show some scatter, such agreement indicates that both phenomona
arise from

a

13

similar mechanism.

The shift factors are consistent with those
reported

o
by Smith
and Dicke.
.

,

10

The shift factor plots for birefringence (designated
by log b^)
are given in Fig.
the log

a_^

(11)

and are seen to differ from each other as well as from

plots and from the wlf predictions.

since from Eq,

This too is to be expected

(10),

log b^ = (log b^)g

+ (log b^)^

Cg

For a pure ph'ase, it is expected that log b^ = log a^.

however, the temperature dependence of (e^ /e
S

)

For the copolymer,

and the differing C
s

and Cg will lead to the more complex and different log b^.

The curvature of the birefringence plots for the MEK cast
films corresponds to a range of about 39 K cal/mole at the high temperature to about 16 K cal/mole at the low.

The corresponding range is

95 K cal/mole to 25 K cal/mole from the stress data.

This variation is

believed to be a result of the varying contribution of the PS.

The extent

of this contribution is highly temperature dependent.

Dynamic mechanical and optical properties of these polymers have
also been investigated in vibrational experiments giving corresponding
results.

Attempts have been made to fit the dynamic mechanical data to

the generalized series-parallel model according to the method of Takayanagi.

The

lA
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parameters of this model depend upon the solvent system for
film casting.
The polystyrene, as expected, makes a larger parallel
contribution in the
case of the MEK cast film.

Recent efforts in

this

and other laboratories^^

^"^
'

involve

the determination of orientation of the individual components
by study of

the infrared dichroism of characteristic absorption bands.

CONCLUS IONS
It is

seen that the contribution of the two phases to the meclianical

and optical properties of the block copolymers is dependent upon the morphology
of the polymer, which in turn is dependent upon the means of preparation of
the polymer.

The relaxation of stress and birefringence of such a polymer

is dependent not only upon the relaxation within the individual phases,

but also upon the change in distribution of stress between the phases as
a result of

changing morphology with time.

Similarly,

the temperature

shift factors for stress and birefringence relaxation are dependent not on]y
upon WLF sliifts for the individual phases but upon the temperature dependence
of

the stress distribution between phases.

Such temperature dependence is

also dependent upon morphology and preparation conditions.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

1.

The variation of birefringence with
elongation for samples of MEK - cast and

toluene -cast K-101 film stretched intermittently
and at high speed at
30°C.
2.

The variation of birefringence with time at
constant length for toluene-

cast films of K-101 at several temperatures.

The initial elongation is

50%.
3.

The variation of birefringence with time at constant
length for MEK-

cast films of K-101 at several temperatures.

The initial elongation

is 50%.
4.

The variation of

o^/T

with time at constant length for toluene cast

films of K-10] at several temperatures.
5.

The variation of

o^/T

with time at constant length for MEK cast

films for K-101 at several temperatures.
6.

(2)

and

(4).

The variation of the stress optical coefficient with time during the

relaxation experiments of Figs.
8.

The initial elongation is 50%.

The variation of the stress optical coefficient with time during the

relaxation experiments of Figs.
7.

The initial elongation is 50%.

(3)

and

(5).

A master stress relaxation curve for the relaxation of toluene and MEKcast K-101 films T^^^ given in parentheses.

9.

A master birefringence relaxation curve for the relaxation of toluene-

cast and MEK -cast K-101 films T^^^ given in parentheses.
10.

A comparison of the variation of the log of the reduction factor

a,^,

with

1000/ T obtained from the stress relaxation curves, that given by Beecher,

et.al., and that calculated from the WLF equation
11.

The shift factor for birefringence (Jog

b^^^,)

and

T

= - 95°C.

for the toluene~cast and MEK-

cast films obtained using the T^g£ given in parentheses.
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C.

Ttie

DYNAMIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ABA STYRENE
BUTADIENE BLOCK COPOLYMERS

dynamic mechanical spectra were measured on a Vibron which

is a dynamic direct reading viscoelastometer.

The basic theory necessary

for understanding such measurements is given in Chapter VI, page

233.

The

Vibron instrument is described in the same chapter.
To illustrate the large difference in the bulk properties found
in the Kraton 101 (K-101)

system discussed in the previous manuscript, Fig. I-l

presents a number of spectra of the real and imaginary part of the dynamic

Young's modulus for films of K-101 cast from different solvents. One clearly
notes

hox-7

strongly the final properties are affected by the casting medium.

Actual data points are not shoxm in this plot, nor in others vjhich will

appear later.

Deviation from the plots shown are small due to the precision

of the Vibron instrument.

Data given with no film casting temperature

indicated was from films cast at

AO^'C.

In Fig. 1-2 the spectra of tan

for these same systems in

It is recalled that tan

I-l is given.

Fig.

6

is simply the ratio of E"/E'

6

and thus can be considered a measure of the loss as well.

It can be seen

that with solvents which are good for butadiene, such as toluene or tetra-

hydrofuran (THF)

,

the modulus of 10

crosslinked rubber.

7

dynes/an

2

at 30**C resembles those of a

When the solvent becomes poor for the butadiene but

good for the styrene such as methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) the modulus of the

film increases indicating a different morphology.
is believed to be a result of phase inversion.

Tlie

This morphological change

general size of these

microphase regions has been reported for this system as approximately 200o

AOO A in diameter.

In the case of the toluene case systems, this data

supports the rheo-optical studies discussed earlier V7hich indicate that

32

the butadiene phase is more the continuous phase v/hereas the
styrene phase

acts as a physical crosslink below the glass transition temperature
of

polystyrene.

In the MEK cast system the styrene appears to form more of

a continuous phase which results in the styrene regions becoming more
of
a load

bearing component in the presence

of.

an imposed stress.

turn results in the MEK cast systems behaving less like

a

Tliis

in

crosslinked rubber.

Specifically, there are fewer physical crosslinks, a condition which results
in a faster decay of stress of birefringence in such systems, since physical

crosslinks break apart with time under stress.
of solvents is shov/n in Fig.

Another example of the effect

1-3, where, by increasing the ratio of

MEK in a solvent mixture, one obtai.ns films

vjith

TlIF

to

more rubberlike behavior.

One sees, as the THF content increases, that the cast film from the mixture

shows a lower modulus and higher loss in the butadiene transition region
(

^ lOO^'C).

One V70uld like to argue that Fig. 1-3 shows that as the modulus

decreases and the

TliF

content increases, the temperature associated with the

butadiene loss region decreases indicating

a

purer phase of butadiene which

would correlate with the morphological model for the rubberlikc system.
Figure 1-3 does indicate this but, at the same time, shows the loss peak

associated with the styrene to also be shifted downward instead of upv/ard
as would initially be expected since a purer phase of styrene would also

occur.
V7ill

Oiie

can only suggest the possibility that the transition temperature

Since we are

depend on the geometry and size of the phase involved.
o

concerned with very small regions of the order of 200

- AOO A,

the transition

temperature may be affected in an unkno\>m manner depending on the size,

geometry and chemical surroundings and purity of each small microphase.
In these studies residual solvent could play an important role
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in final properties.

This was investigated by casting thin fi]jis of pure

polystyrene from toluene and MEK.

The dynamic mechanical spectra were

determined above room temperature on these films before they had been
placed
under

a

vacuum.

Figure 1-4 shows these spectra from these two cast systems.

One clearly notes the large downward shift of the loss peak in the toluene
By a pyrolosis experiment of these films in a mass spectrometer »*

cast film.

it was found that the film cast from toluene contained about four percent

by weight of residual solvent.

The other system contained little bound solvent.

To insure against such anomolous solvent effects in the ABA block studies,

all films were placed under vacuum for at least forty eight hours to remove
the last traces of solvent.
To support the validity of this procedure, Fig. 1-5 shows a typi-

cal mechanical spectrum from a film cast from toluene placed under a vacuum,

another from a film which

v/as

heated at 110°C for 24 hours under

a

atmosphere to resist degradation while any solvent was driven off.

nitrogen
The

spectra essentially superimpose indicating that the vacuum treatment removes
solvent sufficiently.

This was later confirmed by a pyrolosis experiment

on a vacuum treated film.

This latter experiment shows toluene to be pre-

sent in amounts not greater than 0.015 weight percent.
The mechanical spectra were determined as a function of frequency
as well as temperature in order to gain more information regarding the two

systems cast from toluene or MEK.

Figure 1-6 shows the spectra for the

This experiment was carried out by Bruce Wilkes at Union Carbide

Corporation
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toluene system measured at frequencies of
3.5, 11, and 110 cps.
gives similar spectra for the MEK system.
the loss region for the butadiene

change in frequency.

(

Figure 1-7

One notes from either figure that

- 100°C)

is not shifted uniformly by a

It is seen that as frequency increases,

the loss peak

broadens on the high temperature side, but remains identical
on the low
temperature side.

Tliis

asymmetrical shift may be due to the presence of a

small percentage of AB structures in the Kraton system.

This empirical

explanation is based on data collected on another ABA block system
of styrene
isoprene which was specially prepared for this study through the
courtesy
of General Tire Co.

Tliey

reported this to be very monodisperse as they

found from GPC elution data.

Films cast of this system, which will be

denoted as "900IS", did not show an asymmetrical broadening but rather a

much more sjT.metrical shift as can be seen by Figs. 1-8 and 1-9 vjhich show
the mechanical spectra of films of system 900IS cast from toluene and MEK

respectively.

It may be noted that there appears to be a shoulder on the

left side of the butadiene loss peak in the E" spectrum for K-lOl samples

cast from solvents (e.g. toluene)

see Fig. 1-6.

v.-'hich

result in a rubber] ike morphology -

This peak was not investigated further in any detail.

intensity of this shoulder appeared to be frequency dependent.

The

It was

speculated that this shoulder might also be due to the presence. of AB
structures which exist in this system.
are of the order of only a few percent.

The percentage of these structures
It seems surprising that if the

presence of AB structures did affect the butadiene loss peak of the toluene
system, then one might expect the same shoulder in the MEK cast films.
Tlie

shoulder was not observed.

One possible reason for this is the change

in morphology may have resulted in the deletion of this loss region due

Figure

1-7
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to a different distribution of such AB structures throughout the two

inicrophases thus causing the shoulder to disappear from the MEK cast system.

This phenomenon is still not understood.

To verify this speculation as

to the nature of this shoulder it would be necessary to obtain a very pure

ABA system for investigation and make the appropriate comparisons.

It may

be noted that in such a pure system of isoprene and styrene (system 900IS)

no shoulder is noted to the left of the isoprene loss region for toluene
cast systems - see Fig. 1-8.

From such frequency dependent data one can learn about the acti-

vation energy associated

the loss mechanism by making use of the fami-

v/ith

liar Arrhenius expression

f

where

f

= C e-

is the frequency,

^^/^T

c is

a constant and Ea is

the activation energy

associated with the loss region, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature V7here the loss is maximum at the particular frequency.

Thus can be

determined from the slope of the line which results from a plot of the

logarithm of this frequency against the reciprocal of the temperature of

maximum loss.

This is realized by taking the logarithm of Eq.

(I-l)

giving

In

Tlie

f

=

In

c -

(1-2)

Ea
RT

application of this equation to the loss peaks associated with the

glass transition regions of the butadiene or styrene does not give
ful activation energy.
viith

Tliis

a

meaning-

can be shoxm by taking the derivative of Eq.

respect to reciprocal temperature.

Tliis

gives

(1-2)

A3

Ea + 1
R
RT

= -

3
3

1/T

Ea
l/T

3

3

(1-3)
= - 1

t

Ea

R

+

1

3

T

9

Ea }
l/T

In any particular region, say
the glassy region or the
rubbery region, the

second tern in Eq.

(1-3) will be small or zero since
the "state" of the region

is not changing abruptly with
temperature.

ful Ea by the use of Eq.

(I-l).

One can therefore obtain a meaning

.he region of a transition such
as the

glass transition region this second
term is changing rapidly since the
"state"
of the system is changing as can
be noted for example by the large
change

in modulus.

This degree or rate of change is
reflected in Ea calculated

by the use of Eq.

(I-l)

and is not really a meaningful activation
energy

associated with a particular motion, but rather
is only indicative of the
rate at which the system is changing.

From the previous results one would therefore
expect a

larger Ea term for the toluene cast films than for the
MEK systems deter-

mined from the butadiene loss peak since the modulus drops
faster for the
toluene systems than for those cast from MEK.

One would expect however,

little difference between Ea for either solution cast solution when deter-

mined from the styrene since both micro phases are becoming rubber-like
and the system is beginning to flow.
of log f vs. 1

/

Figure I-IO- and I-ll give the plots

T for these respective regions.

One finds Ea from the

butadiene loss peak terms to be 36 K cal/mole and 13 K cal/mole for the
toluene and MEK cast systems respectively.

For the styrene loss peak the

respective Ea terms were 20 K cal/mole and 18 K cal/mole for the two
systems.

These results were in agreement with the expected.
One could apply the WLF treatment of measuring the shift factor

A4

Figure

I -

10

I

2.80

rfor MFK^

100

10

1.0

2.65

2.67

(for toliicne)2-69

1

X 10-

T

Figure

I

- 11

used in superposing moduli plots ncasured at
various temperatures.

In

such a treatment one assumes that a^ can be
expressed as

aj.

-Ea

=

/

c e

k T
(i_4)

which is similar to Eq. (I-l) given earlier.
development of Eq.

(1-3), Eq.

(1-4)

In a^

S

R
3

can also be rewritten to give

Ea

1

In a manner similar to th(

+

Ea

_1

3

T

8~I7t

(1-5)

1/T

One can then study the effect of the second term by noting how

changes with reciprocal temperature.

3

In a^/ 3 1/T

Such a treatment was not undertaken

in this study.
\^/hen

cast films of K-101 are stretched and released, one might

expect a difference in the final morphology for the MEK system.

Tliis

is

not expected for the toluene cast system, however, since the data for this

system indicates a model possessing a butadiene matrix with the styrcne
phases acting as physical crosslinks or filler particles.
is valid,

If this model

this system v;ould behave like a rubber at moderate elongations

and the morphology would be preserved unless long times of relaxation were

allowed.

Tlae

data on

^the

MEK system, however, suggests that deformation

causes a morphological change since in this system the more continuous matrix
is expected to be the polystyrene.

break up during film stretching.

This phase would be forced to defonr. or

Stretching at room temperature will also

result in greater "permanent set" in the MEK system since the deformed or

broken up regions will certainly not relax easily to their former equilibrium

A7

position before aerormacion.
deformat^nTi

tt-.-;
Tins
is ubecause of the glass-like
or

-

immobile behavior of the styrene at
this temperature.
To support this speculation,

fiMs

of both systems were manually

stretched approximately 300 percent and
then the strain returned to zero.
After stretching each film was placed in
the Vibron chamber as soon as
possible and the temperature decreased to
approximately -170«C.

The purpose

of rapid cooling of the film was to
"freeze in" any change in morphology

which would be reflected in a mechanical
spectrum.

The data are not shown

here for the toluene cast film but it was
observed that no change in the

spectrum occurred, further supporting the model.

Figure 1-12 shows the

spectrum of the stretched MEK system as well as an
unstretched system.

Here the expected change is noted.

Specifically, the spectrum of the

stretched film shows a slightly lower modulus, an upward shift with temperature of the loss peak of the butadiene, and a change in the shape of the
loss region.

The latter indicates a restriction on the mobility of the

butadiene segments as will be discussed.
except at the temperature extremes.

Also the loss is slightly greater

It is believed that this data reflects

the deformation or break-up of the styrene microphases and the "frozen in"

strains left in the butadiene regions.

First the lower modulus of the

stretched system indicates that the continuity of a polystyrene matrix has

been decreased and that now the polybutadiene is bearing a greater portion
of the stress, resulting in a lower modulus.

Even with the stress being

lowered the butadiene loss peak is shifted upward in temperature.

The

explanation offered for this is that as a result of the "permanent set" of
the stretched film, strain will remain on the butadiene regions.

Such

residual strain should result in a finite positive birefringence v;hich
could be measured.

However, this was not done in this experiment.
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These strains will result in restrictions
of the mobility of the rubber
chains which thereby shift the

associated with the rubber phase upward.

If this is so it suggests that
part of the reason for a lower

of the

butadiene in the toluene cast films as
compared to the MEK cast films is
due to more frozen strain left imposed in
the MEK system than in the toluene
system.

Further speculation on this point will be
given later.

One notes

from the two loss spectra that the shape of
the butadiene loss region is

more asymmetrical for the stretched film than the
unstretched, being skewed
on the high temperature side.

This may in fact reflect the distribution

of strains in the butadiene or the fact that
more interaction has occurred

between the butadiene and styrene as

a

result of the deformation.

Such

Interaction such as greater diffuseness of boundaries between
microphases
or greater specific surface of microphases occurring
as a result of defor-

mation could also contribute to an upward shift of the butadiene
loss
peak since butadiene chains in such a "glassy" environment will
have restricted mobility relative to an unstrained butadiene surrounded by its
own kind.

D.

Recently Takayanagi

MODEL CALCULATIONS
has made use of models to theoretically

calculate the mechanical spectrum of

a

multiphase system.

The details of

the four models used, as well as the associated theory, are discussed in

Chapter VI, page 23A

.

Such model calculations were applied to the ABA K-101 system

using dynamic mechanical data from the literature measured at ]38 cps
(Vibron) on the pure homopolymers of styrene and butadiene.

50

The parameters A and

cj)

were then as the volume fraction of the rubber

in the parallel model and series model respectively.

The product of

Xd)

was the volume fraction of rubber in the combinations
models. For K-101
the volume fraction of rubber was 0.81.

However, such a fixed value for

these systems is in doubt due to the numerous regions where
interaction
or entanglements of the two components could partially occur thereby

changing the behavior of either homopolymer at that specific temperature.
In the case of the combination models i.e., series parallel or parallel

series, the parameters of X and ^ were arbitrarily selected with the only
first approximation that the product of these is equal to 0.81.

Results

of such calculations are shown in Figures 1-13 and I-IA.

Figure 1-13 shows

theoretical plots calculated for the four models based on

X

({)

of 0.97.

of 0.84 and

This set of values for X and 6 v/ere found to best fit the expe-

rimental data.

These plots show, in comparison to the experimentally mea-

sured spectrum of a toluene cast film, that for this best choice of
({)

X and

the description of the actual system is by use of the combination of the

series and parallel models.

It

is

clear, hovyever, that these models do

not wel] describe the experimental data over the v;hole spectrum, e.g., the
theoretical values become much lower than the experimental after the butadiene loss region has been passed.

It is somewhat surprising that the series

model does not fit well at all since this would best correspond to the
rubberlike model.

On the other hand, this discrepancy does illustrate

that these systems behave in a more complex behavior than can be easily

described by using a model.
and

(|)

With further calculations, while varying

X

yet keeping the product equal to 0.81, no theoretical plots would
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fit well with the mechanical behavior
of the MEK system.

decreasing the product of

it was clear that the butadiene
loss peak could

Act,

be decreased in magnitude.

However, by

This was done and about the best agrerr.ent

between theory and experiment became apparent
when the product of
equal to 0.38

(

X =0.62,

c{,

=0.62).

M

This can be noted in Fig. I-IA.

was

Here

again, however, the theory deviated from
experiment above the transition

region of the butadiene.
The fact that decreasing the values of

X

and

(f)

such that their

product no longer corresponds to the true value of the
volume fraction of
the rubber suggests one of two things.

be treated as a

Either the MEK system can no longer

phase system or that the properties of these phases

no longer match the properties found for a single phase
system of either
of the sarae homopolymers

.

The latter point has merit in that the molecular

weights of the segments in the block are small expecially for the polystyrene end segments.

Generally, when the molecular weight is less than about

20,000 the mechanical spectrum of a polymer changes.

This implies that

there is some question in using the mechanical properties of a high mole-

cular weight atactic polystyrene to describe the behavior of the styrene

segments in the block system.

However, there is the rebuttal that such

application did work in fairly good agreement with the toluene cast system

when the true volume fractions of glass and rubber were used.
however, that in the

important factor.

>IEK

system the question of

"tv7o

It is believed,

phases" is the more

Specifically, it is doubtful that in either system the

term "phase" can be applied in the thermodynamic sense.
the styrene and butadiene are chemically bound together.

Tliis

is because

Also because
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there is probably some diffuseness of the
boundaries of these so called

microphases as seen by electronmicroscopy by
others.

It is believed that

such diffuseness is more prevalent in the
MEK system\'^ The result of these
two factors above can easily lead to limiting
the validity of application
of these mechanical analogues to such
systems.

There is merit in such

application, however, in simply finding out if such
models do describe the
systems, or to what degree deviations occur.
It is noteworthy to point out another
discrepancy between theory

and experiment.
\^as

This is that the breadth of the butadiene loss region

also less by theory than observed experimentally in the
block systems.

It is not believed that this difference can be
attributed to the higher

frequency (138 cps) at which the data used in the model calculations
was

determined relative to the experimental (110 cps).

Such a frequency dif-

ference, however, can explain the slight upward shift in the peak tempe-

rature noted in the theoretical plots.

The difference in breadth is

believed to reflect the degree of purity and, or the size of the microphase regions of the butadiene.

Specifically, it is anticipated that the

broader loss peak reflects impure regions

(

at the boundary of the micro-

phase) which in turn changes the distribution of relaxation times asso-

ciated with that loss peak.

The degree of impurity can result from more

mixing of styrcne and butadiene v/ithin a microphase or by having more
boundary surface betvjeen pure phases which can result from a change in the
geometry of

a

microphase or by a decrease in its size.

In summary of such model calculations for such systems, it is

obvious that good agreement between experiment and theory does not result.
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However, it should be clear that certain comparisons
can be made and

further speculations about the actual system can be deduced.

DYNAMIC MECHANICAL MEASUREMENTS OF
OTHER BLOCK AND RANDOM BLOCK SYSTEMS

E.

Some other systems which differed from K-lOl were investigated
to a lesser degree mainly for comparison purposes.

will be subsequently discussed.

Such comparisons

However, first, pertinent data about

all systems is given in the following table for comparison.

CHARACTERIZATION DATA ON THE BLOCK COPOLYMERS INVESTIGAT ED (Table

POLYMER

WT. %

BLOCK
STYRENE

STY RENE

%

NO. OF

STYRENE
BLOCKS PER
MOLECULE

POLYBUTADIENE
MICROSTRUCTURE
CIS TRANS VIOTL

28

28

2

Al.

51.

8.

0.0

900

30

30

2

0.0

0.0

0.0

70.

"C"

28.6

•

2

0.0

38.9

2

0.0

A6612

2 A. 5

0

0

31.6

A2.0

26.

0.0

A6613

2A.7

11.5

2

27.1

59.1

13.8

0.0

A661A

2A.A

23.9

2

5A.8

9.

0.0

A6615

25.3

0

0

19.3

A6.7

3A.0

0.0

A6616

2A.8

16. A

1

33.9

58.1

30.0

0.0

35.8

-1)

POLYISOPRENE
CONTENT %

K-101

AO

I
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System C is quite similar to K-101 and indeed
shows similar

properties in its dependence of mechanical behavior
on casting solvent
as is shovm in Fig. 1-15.

One notes here that a spectrum is included
of

a film made by compression molding.

Its mechanical behavior very closely

parallels that of films cast from toluene.

It is also sho.sm that apparently

solvent casting from MEK prior to compression
molding influences the final
behavior.

One sees that the modulus is higher for such a film
relative

to one which is compression molded only.

This is

n

curious point that

was not further investigated.

Another tri-block styrcnc butadiene system denoted as

4>

in Table

I-l had a much higher content of weight percent of styrene
relative to

K-101.

Its mechanical properties seemed to display no dependence on the

difference in casting solvent as
Fig.

v^as

noted in K-101.

This is clear from

1-16 which gives the mechanical spectra from this system.

It is appa-

rent by the higher moduli that the spectra more resemble that of the MKK

system of K~101 or "C".

This, of course, might be expected since the sys-

tem does contain a higher percentage of styrene and thus has a more con-

tinuous matrix of styrene.

A third tri-block system, of styrene-isoprene-styrene was investigated.

Some of its properties have already been described in this section

(see page 38 ).
T-9.

The mechanlca] data was given earlier in Figs. 1-8 and

It was noted that this system's mechanical behavior depended upon

solvent

a£?

was found in the K-101 system.

Figure 1-17 gives the dynamic mechanical results for systems
^i6612-A6616 v;hlch are styrene-butadiene systems but vary in structure

from the other systems discussed in that these are more random copolymers.
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All of these systems were cast from toluene.

One notes from Table I-l

that the degree of randomness has been
controlled and analyzed, thereby

allowing the mechanical differences to be
interpreted on the basis of

structural randomness or block length, styrene
content or butadiene microstructure.

It is clear from this data that only
a single glass transition

region is denoted; this being at an intermediate
temperature between the

glass temperature associated with pure polystyrene
and pure butadiene.
It is evident that a high modulus
a wide

(

-IQ^ dynes/cm^) does not extend over

temperature range as was noted in the block systems.

One does note

as the percentage of styrene increases in the block
form, that temperature

associated with the loss region of the butadiene shifts do^mward
and the

plateau region following this loss regions extends to higher temperature

before decreasing.

This seems to indicate more phase separation occurring

than one finds in the triblock systems.

Kraus^ has recently studied the

mechanical behavior of systems A6612-46616.

His data and conclusions are

in agreement with the above.

F.

SUGGESTED STUDIES

The following is composed of suggested future studies relating
to the work in this chapter.
a)

To study the rheo-optical behavior of both preferentially

crosslinked and uniformly crosslinked A-B-A block systems.

The purpose

of doing this would be to aid in the elucidation of the behavior of these

systems at higher temperatures (near Tg of the styrene) which have been

difficult to obtain.

Such a study might lead to a better understanding
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of the broakdovm of these systems when
exposed to higher temperatures.

The purpose of studying preferentially
crosslinked systems would be to

hopefully aid in separating the behavior of
each of the two phases.

The

difficulty exists, however, in finding techniques
to allow preferential

crosslinking in either phase without changing
any other factors.
b)

To investigate domain structure and
amorphous orientation

by use of small angle X-ray scattering and
large angle X-ray diffraction

respectively.

Some small angle work was carried out by Hendus^
et al,

but it seems that further studies would be desirable
on crosslinked and

uncrosslinked stretched films with different film history.

This type of

study would be further desirable if one could obtain
the small angle infor-

mation in relatively short times.

Then one could hopefully follow the

change in domain shape and size during relaxation at various strains
and
temperatures.

This latter suggestion is of course limited at the present

time by X-ray facilities although such short time effects might be studied

by use of a rotating anode whereby exposure time is decreased from those

conventionally used.
The study of amorphous orientation is suggested because of some

X-ray work done by the author on these block systems.

Specifically, stretched

films of MEK cast films and toluene cast films were placed in an X-ray

beam and an X-ray photograph was taken
The amorphous halo was found to
equator.

shovj

v/ith

about an eight hour exposure.

concentration of intensity on the

This is somewhat surprising since it implies an obvious orienta-

tion existing over long times associated with an amorphous system.

Such
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a change in the amorphous halo of most
polymers does not display this

azimuthal dependence of intensity supposedly due
to the fact that the
amount of amorphous orientation is quite small.

It therefore seems desi-

rable to investigate this point further on these
block systems and see
if it is typical of such systems and to see if
interpretation can be made.
c)

The fact that form birefringence has been
considered

negligible in these block systems is simply

a

consequence of its being

easy to neglect it since this quantity is not kno\m.

It seems with the

strong interest in these systems as well as other block systems
of other

materials, it vrould be worthwhile to investigate the magnitude of the
form birefringence.

In these systems this might be done by crosslinking

the systems and embibing them with solvent of different refractive index
and measuring the birefringence at given strains.

It is suggested that

solvents having as near spherically shaped molecules as possible be used.
This then minimizes solvent orientation effects as has been

significant according to Gent.
d)

sho\-m

to be

9

Further dynamic mechanical studies on stretched systems,

both crosslinked and uncrosslinked

,

might aid in understanding the change

in mechanical spectra that results as was discussed for the MEK systems.
e)

With the degree of interest that has arisen with block

copolymer systems there has been little effort given to measuring the

properties of such small "phases" and comparing these to those found in
a bulk system of the same homopolyner.

Specifically, such properties as

the glass transition temperature or melting temperature in the case of

block systems where one component is crystalline.

Studies are suggested
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whereby such properties can be studied
when such variables of size,
geometry and environment can be investigated
as to their effects upon the
properties such as mentioned above. The
procedures for making such studies
are not given here since they are not
as yet clear to the author.

It seems,

however, that such methods could be
developed for such studies.
f)

Further stress and birefringence relaxation
data on block

systems where higher styrene content is
present.

denoted as 6 which contained about 40% styrene.

One recalls the system

This system did not appear

to change its mechanical properties when the
casting solvent was changed

from toluene to MEK.

Such a systematic study of the rheo-optical
properties

upon systems where the percent of styrene was
changed might lead to a

better understanding of the way each phase contributes
to the properties
studies.
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CHAPTER

II

LIGHT SCATTERING ARISING FROM STRAINED
REGIONS IN SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS

A.

INTRODUCTION

While studying the ABA block copolymers of styrene butadiene
discussed in Chapter 1, some photometric and photographic light scattering

investigations V7ere made.

The purpose of the photometric work was to apply

the Debye Bueche theory-*" to analyze the photometric data in hopes of obtaining information about the superstructure of the system.

failed, however, to reveal much information as can

nov;

This technique
be understood in

consideration of electronmicrographs from references of Chapter
similar systems.

I

made of

These micrographs illustrate that' the fluctuation in

structure, i.e., the dimension of the styrene or butadiene phase is so

short (100-AOO A) that within limitations of the Debye Bueche theory, such

superstructure cannot be well Identified.

During the photometric studies

it V7as noted there was a surprisingly high Intensity of H^ scattering for

such an unoriented amorphous system.
tion

v.'as

As a result a photographic investiga-

made concerning the light scattering patterns from these solvent

cast systems.

The result proved to be very intriguing for very unexpected

and pronounced light scattering patterns wore observed by using the tech-

nique described in Chapter VI, page 2?9.

Specifically, the H^ patterns

were similar to other H^ patterns that had been observed but yet unexplained
in some other polymeric systems, e.g. polycarbonates, natural rubber.

pattern also displayed curious results.

The

It was found that compressed
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molded films did not give appreciable amounts of
either the
stretched.

or

scattering, nor did

patterns change when the molded samples were

This indicated that preparation temperature
could well be

an Important variable since the bulk properties
of the toluene cast film

and molded films were quite similar.

As a result of these phenomena it was speculated
that a cause
of the scattering could be the anisotropic regions
caused by localized

strains in the systems.

With this postulated

the basis for the scattering,

theoretical calculations were performed to see if such

scattering

patterns could be accounted for from such origins as strained regions

surrounding a void or inclusion in a polymer film.

The following manus-

cript are related and pertinent comments which lead to the presentation
of another manuscript.

This second manuscript is concerned with strained

regions in a visco-elastic fluid which can also give rise to scattering.

THE SCATTERING OF LIGHT FROM DEFORMED REGIONS
SURROUNDING VOIDS AND INCLUSIONS IN HIGH POLMRS*

B.

Richard S. Stein and Garth L. Wilkes
Polymer Research Institute
University of Massachusetts
01002
Amherst, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

The H

v

clover-leaf type scattering pattern sometimes found

for amorphous polymers can arise from the birefringent region caused by

^Supported in part by a Grant from the General Tire and Rubber Company and
In part by a Contract from the Office of Naval Research.
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the strain surrounding a void or
an inclusion in a polymer.

The form of

such a pattern n^ay be theoretically
explained by extension of a theory
due to Goldstein.

INTRODUCTION

The four-leaf clover type of

,

(crossed polaroid) light

scattering pattern arising from spherulitic
polymers as shovm in Fig.
is now well known.
^

(1)

These patterns are theoretically explained
in terms of

the scattering from anisotropic spheres,
having different radial and tan-

gential refractive indexes.

These are identified with the presence of

spherulites which are spherical aggregates of
anisotropic crystals in which
there is preferential orientation of the crystal
axes with respect to the
radius.

The observation of

scattering patterns is not confined to

crystalline high polymers, however.

For example, Rhodes and Stein^ have

described such patterns arising from voids in a polycarbonate film
as are
shown in Fig.

(2).

VThile such films have a low degree of crystallinity

there is no correlation between the scattering pattern and the crystallinity,
and there is no microscopic evidence of S])herulitic structure.
hand, voids are seen in such films.

ellipsoidal upon stretching the film.

On the other

These are initially spherical but become

\^en viewed in the microscope between

crossed polars, a birefringent pattern is seen in the polymer surrounding the
void, even though the polym.er may not have any macroscopic orientation.
It should be pointed out that the void (or inclusion) itself will

scatter light as a consequence of the refractive index difference betvreen it
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and its surroundings.

To the approximation of the
Rayleigh-Gans treatment,

such scattering will have
ponent.

polarization and will show no

polarized com-

If the void and the refractive index
difference are large,

scatter-

ing may result from the influence of
the void boundary upon the internal
field.

However, such effects may be reduced by
filling the void with a liquid which

matches the refractive index difference of the
polymer.

The observation that

such imbibation with a refractive index matching
fluid does not appreciably

affect the scattering patterns which we observe
for polycarbonate films indicates
that the

patterns arise from the contribution of the strained poUnner

about the void rather than the void itself.
There has been a recent report of the scattering of light
by

stretched films of non-crystallizing flourine containing rubbers
which is

interpreted in tem^s of scattering by anisotropic cylindrical heterogeneities.^

While the length, diameter and orientation of these heterogeneities is determined, their nature is not made clear.

SCATTERING PATTERNS FROM BLOCK C0P0LY>1ER FILMS

More recently,

scattering patterns have been obtained from

stretched solvent cast films of butadiene-styrene ABA block copolymers.
shows typical

Fig.

(3)

patterns as a function of elongation from a styrene-butadiene-

styrene polymGr containing 28% styrene and cast by slov^ly evaporating the

solvent from a 3% solution in toluene at ACC.
reveal any crystallinity

.

X-ray examination failed to

It is believed that these patterns are again a

consequence of local optical anisotropy about

a

strain heterogeneity.

In
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this case, no voids are observed but it
is believed that spherically symmetrical

regions of strain heterogeniety can be
established as a consequence of the

mechanism of precipitation of such films from
solution.
As solvent evaporates from such a solution,
a concentration is
reached at vhich phase separation occurs and
particles of polymer precipitate
out.

As solvent continues to evaporate, such
particles grov from a solution

of ever increasing vj.scosity.

This involves transport of polymer from the

viscous solution to the growing particles, a process
that should result in a

spherically symmetrical pattern of orientation and
hence a difference between
the radial and tangential refractive
index.

Alternately, strains may be

established as a consequence of strains
resulting from different evaporation
rates of solvent from rnicrophase regions
having differ-ences in composition.
Furthermore, such a mechanism of film formation
should lead to com-

position heterogeniety.

The first solid vhich separates is expected to
be

swollen to a different degree than that which
deposits later and the portion

of the film which forms from it

ma^y

have a slightly different modulus.

when such a polymer is deformed, the deformation
geneous.

my

Hence,

be microscopically hetero-

This will give rise to the formation of locally anisotropic
regions

as elongation increases and will res-alt in the
development or intensification
of an

scattering pattern.

SCATTERING PATTERNS FROM RUBBER

Another example of an

scatteilng pattern that might arise from

'

microscopically heterogeneous strain is that found upon stretching natural
5 6
rubber-^'
.

rubber.

Tliere is a large increase in

V. scattering upon stretching natural

This is attributable to the formation of cj;ystalline superstructure

upon stretching and may be related to the formation of a and
r fibrils as has

been demonstrated by microscopic studies by Andrews 7 8 .
'

'

These structiires are

"k-
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aggregates of crystalline lamellae vhich
are highly oriented such that the
chain axis lies parallel to the stretching
direction.
The development of a strong

pattern upon stretching natural rubber

Is accompanied by the development of
a weaker

pattern as shovn in Fig. (U).

Its presence is somewhat puzzling because,
to the Rayleigh-Gans approximation,
to contribute to
scattering a structure must have its
optic axis at an

angle to the polarization directions other
than 0° or 90°.

This is clearly

not the case here as the optic axis must
lie along the c-axis direction of the

rubber crystals which is

highly aligned along the stretching (and
polarization)

direction as demonstrated by x-ray diffraction.^

An alternative which was proposed^ was that
the

scattering

pattern was not from the crystals themselves but
rather from strained regions

about the crystalline superstructures.

Such strained regions would arise

because of (a) the difference in density between the
crystalline and amorphous
regions giving rise to strains resulting from the
volume change occurring during

crystallization and (b) because of chain orientation arising
from the "pulling
in" of chains from the viscous melt into the growing
crystals (in a somewhat

analogous fashion to the postulated mechanism of formation of
oriented regions

during the casting of films of ABA polymers discussed above).

It is interesting

o

to note that Andrews

proposes that such strains may give rise to autonucleatlon

of the strings of stacked a-filaments forming the r-filanients of inxbber.

Evidence of this amorphous strain origin of the

from rubber is as follows:

(a) The

H patterns are
V

miich

H^.

scattering patterns

smaller than thp V

V

patterns indicating that they are from larger structures (the surroundings of
the crystalline structures),

(b) While the

pattern obviously originates

from a highly oriented rod-like structure, the H

approximately

,

'\5

o

^

stinicture consists of an

cross characteristic of a roughly spherically symmetrical
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structure,

(c) The

pattern is little affected by spelling vith solvents

having a vide range of refractive indeces, and (d) extensive
spelling (up
to 160^ by weight with nitrobenzene) reduces the intensity
and deforms the
shape of the

pattern

(but not the

pattern).

Upon deswelling the

original pattern returns,

SCATTERING FROM GLASSES

Goldstein has studied the scattering of a series of optical glasses
Q
and has pointed oub^ that there is a finite intensity of H scattering.
He
V
recalls that Mueller has postulated "^that the scattering from glasses is
a

consequence of the presence of internal strains vhich arise due to temperature

contractions about "frozen in" density fluctuations during the cooling of the
glass from the melt.

Goldstein proposes"^ a mathematical model to explain such scattering.
He considers a spherical cavity of radius R^ in the center of a large spherical
mediiam, and a sphere of radius R
s

,

vith R
s

slightly larger than R

vhich is
c

compressed and placed in the hole leading to a final radius of

a.

By assuming

that the sphere and the medium have the sane elastic constants, one obtains
the radial and tangential stresses, P

and P

from classical elasticity theory

giving

=

a
.

Pa

ana

at a distance r frorn the center,

of the sphere given by

=

1
i

^
(1)

-P is the hydrostatic stress in the center
a
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(2)

where K is the bu2.k modulus, G is the
shear modulus and

e

(r^/r^)

>

i.

jf

B is the stress optical coefficient,
then the difference between the
tangential
and radial refractive indexes

(n

-

n

)

= B(P

-

p

X.

=

y

)

(^'/^)
5 ^ ^a

(3)

Thus, there will be a field of birefringence about
the hole which will decay

with (l/r3).

This will serve as a scattering center.

Goldstein calculates the

region but restricts his calculations to

scattering in the equatorial plane (the plsjie perpendicular
to the polarizer
and parallel to the plane of the analyzer).

He concludes that

H = V = 0
V
H

and identifies the finite

Intensity which is actually found for glasses

with the scattering from frozen in strains of the liquid.
The

scattering which we observe is the entire pattern and covers

all values of the azimuthal angle, n, as defined in Fig. (6).

The Goldstein
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calculations cover

o^y

the equator of the patterns
corresponding to , = o.

It is apparent that the four-leaf
clover patterns of Figs, (a)
through (k)
have zero H„ Intensity alonp
Lur.g xne
the equator
eauatov as th3.s^ corresponds
J
^
to a line "between
two of the if5° lobes.
It is our proposal that the
patterns which we obtain for the
polycarbonate, the ABA copolymer and for
strained rubber are of the
t,pe
approxiinatable by the Goldstein r.odel,
and we therefore extend this
model
to more general cases than fi =
0.

THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF
'~

PATTEMS

The amplitude of scattering from
anisotropic sphenQites may be

obtained from

^^'^^

Eg = C

(M -0) cos [k (r

/

.

s)

]

dr

(5)

where M is the induced dipole moment in the volume
element obtained from

M = («r

-

«t)

•

?J

^ + «t S

where the a's are the polarizabilities per
indexes by the Lorenz-Lorentz equation

(6)

ujiit

volume related to the refractive

-8-

r?

7A

- 1

+ 2

(7)

3

E is the incident electric field strength and a
is a unit vector in the
direction of the principal polarizability of the
scattering element (the
radius of the spherical region).

0 is a unit vector perpendicular to the

scattered ray and in the plane of polarization of
the analyzing polaroid,
k =

2nA

and r is a vector to the scattering elecient
from an arbitrary origin

(taken as the center of the spherical region) S = S'

-

where S' and S

are

unit vectors along the scattered and incident rays.
For the case in point for the scattering from a
spherically

symmetrical region where the optic axis is directed along
the radius

E

= C' cos p_ sin

li

cos n

i

7

r

•

J r - 0
(8)

5 cos (hr) + (hr) sin (hr)

-

l^lllilEi'l d (hr)
(hr)

wherein

J

-9-
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and

b = (Ujr/X) sin (g/2)

(10)

For the case of an anisotropic spherulite where

n„(r)

-

^

n (r) = n
r
t

-

n

(11)

t

for r < R, the radius of the spherulite, and

\M
for r

>

-

n^(r) = 0

(12)

R

Eq. (8) leads to

E

«=

s

C'

V cos

sinix

cosiJi

2

U
sin X

U =
x=U

^y5

vhere

Si

•

^

^
ax

k sin

U

-

U cos U

-

5Si U

(13)
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-loan d

^ =

7

^

(15)

the volume of the spherulite, and U =
hR.
the

H^^

This is the now familiar result

ib r

scattered amplitude from an anisotropic
spherulite and gives rise to

the four-leaf clover type spherulitic
oattern of the sort shown in
It is noted that there is a maximum in
scattering at some anp,le,

ing to U = A.l.

Fi;,.

B
,

(1).

correspond

The angular position of this scattering maximum
has been

used to measure spherulite size.
It should be noted that the patterns of Figs.

not show a maximum in scattered intensity at some

6

(2)

through (A) do

but rather exhibit

monatonic drop in scattered intensity upon proceeding outward from

a

6=0.

If we now use the procedure of Goldstein and substitute into Eq.

that

n^ (r) - n^ (r) = 0

(16)

if r < a

but substitute the value given by Eq,

(3)

for r > a, then we get

BP a^
E

= C'
S

cos p sin y
2

cos y

,

^
o

$

(U)

(17)

(R)
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where now, U=ha, and ,

(U)

is the sphere scattering
function defined hv^

3

(U)

It is noted that

(a)

r

=

sin U - U cos U

(18)

the pattern still possesses the
four-leaf clover fo.
)rm

because of the inclusion of the sin

cos

term in Eq.

(17), but (b)

dependence of scattering, however, arises
principally from the 0
which is different from the
0

(U)

(U)

the 6

term

dependence of the spherulite given in Eq.
(13).

6

is a maximum at U = 6 = 0 and decreases
with increasing U through a

"^^
number of maxima and minima corresponding to various
orders of interference^'

[Fig.

(6)].

Except in the case of scattering systems having very
monodisperse

size, however, these maxima and minima are not individually
resolved and the

scattering curve actually obtained is the superposition of many such
curves.
results in a smooth curve which is essentially the envelope of the sphere
15

scattering curve and which may be represented by the empirical function

$

A plot of
of (-a^ / 10)

,

T^^^

=

exp

against h

\

-h^ a^

/

10

(19)

should give a straight line having a slope

serving as a measure of the size of the heterogeneity.

Thus, the predicted scattering pattern has the experimentally

observed form; a
from the center.

45**

cross appearance with a monatonic drop in intensity

This

-12-
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DISCUSSION
It follovs that the

that of spherulitic polymers.

scattering

rr^y

arise in other cases than

The existance of strained regions
may serve

as a source of anisotropy and lead to

scattering.

The particular model

for elastic strains which we have assumed
is a simple case for calculation

which leads to scattering patterns which are
in semi -quantitative agreement
with experiment. Tests of the predictions of
more elaborate models will

probably require more detailed experimental
^-asurements involving photometric
scans of the scattered intensity.

An obvious theoretical extension is to

attempt to predict the change in the scattering
pattern accompanying the
stretching of a polymer containing a spherical strain
heterogeniety.

Stretching should deform the strained region into an
ellipsoidal shape.
results in a distortion of the

longer occur at u = +

1^5°

T\y±s

scattering pattern so that the maxima no

as may be seen by the experimental
results of Fig. 3

for the elongated ABA block copolynier.
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The development of an
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Following these theoretical
calculations of the angular dependence
of the
scattered intensity fro. strained
regions it was postulated that
such strained regions could exist
in liquids hut the time
duration of such
a strain would depend on the
viscosity of liquid.

In order to made such
a calculations, it was necessary
to have expressions of how such
stress

or strain developed in a liquid
could be mathematically described.

By

surveying the literature a relatively
new publication by Street^ had described the rheological behavior of
phase growth in an elastic liquid.

Using his equations for describing the
time dependence of the stress surrounding a growing bubble in such

a

liquid, the author was able to derive

equations for expressing the time dependence
of the

polarization of the

scattering light intensity caused by these
stressed regions.

The following

manuscript presents the proceedings of those
calculations.
C.

THE THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF THE ORIGIN OF
LIGHT SCATTERING
ARISING FROM ANISOTROPIC REGIONS SURROLT\'DING
GROWING BUBBLES IN A VISCOELASTIC LIOUID

by

Garth L. Wilkes and Richard S. Stein
Polymer Research Institute and Department of Chemistry
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
01002

Recently a paper was submitted by the authors which presented
an explanation on how the stress or strain fields surrounding a void or

inclusion within

a

solid could give rise to

light scattering

scattering resulted from the associated
anisotropy.

1.

v.1

This

A typical photo-

graphic scattering pattern that has been
explained on such
shown in Fig.

.

a

basis is

We have now extended our treatment
to its application

to the strain field surrounding
growing bubbles in a viscoelastic
licuid

using the results of a recent publication
by Street. ^

Street presents a

theoretical analysis of the strain and stress
that arise about growing

vapor bubbles of the Oldroyd type.

We have developed equations showing

a dependence of the scattering on the
bubble si^.e and its growth rate.

Street gives the tangential and radial components
of the stress, y
and X developed in the fluid of viscosity
a

at a large distance r from

spherically growing bubble of radius R (by using
Street's notation) as

2n^R^R
y = -

2r,

[

~3"" 7^^°

(c-t)A

where y is the tangential component.

^'^^0 R

(0 +

2R(^-)

The variables t,

X^,

R^(^)

dC

and

are

(1)

respectively the time, a characteristic relaxation time of the stress
and a time parameter used for integration purposes.

The radial component

of the stress Is given by

X « 2y

(2)

scattering refers to scattering that results when the sample is placed

between

tV7o

crossed nicols normal to the incident beam.
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Aside from this scattering arisin-

frora the

stress induced anisotropy

in the vicinity of a crowing bulDble, a second cause
of scattering ^rill arise

fron the huhble itself.

This results from the large refractice index differ-

ence between the hubble cavity and surroundings.

In general Eq. (5a) ;rill

no longer be valid also if the bubble continues to grow
it will reach a
size where the restriction expressed by Eq.
(5) will also no longer apply.

Either of these cases results in a breakdov/n of the Rayleigh-Gans approach.
One must treat such behavior by the Vdo scattering theory.^

The Mie theory, however, predicts no Hv scattering at least vd.thin the

scattering plane.

Using a

gro-vring

sulfur sol system the author has in-

vestigated ,using photographic techniques
scattering outside the scattering plane.
as expected from theory.

,to

note if there is any Hv

No Hv scattering was observed

It is suggested this experiment should be carried

out photometrically as well.

Hence Mie scattering can be neglected if only

Hv scattering is considered.

The origin and dependence of this Hv scatter-

ing arising from anisotropy about the gro\7ing bubble will now be discussed.
The follovrLng equation expressing the Hv scattering arises from previous
5

theoretical work^ concerning Rayleigh-Gans theory applied to a spherically
symmetrical region where the optic axis is directed along the radius.

Eg « C cos P2

sinji

cosn

(r) - ^^(r)]

j

r=:o

(6)

[5 cos(hr) .-hr (sin(hr))

-

L!^^L^1
hr

^(i,^)

01

where
cos

p

h =

(i^rtA)

2
cos 0 + sin ? 0 sin ? p.

= cos 0/

1/2

and
sin(0/2)

The angle O is the internal scattering
angle, X is the wavelength in the
medium, n is the azinuthal angle as sho./n
in Fig. 2, E3 is the electric
field strength of the scattered ray, and C
is a constant.

By substitution

of Eq. (k) into Eq. (6) we obtain

-C cos

Sinn cosM

—

3 sin (hr)

.2:

6bti^

R R

5 cos(hr) + hr sin(hr)

d(hr) + C cos p^

^

-

sinia cosn.

(7)

R^(0 R(l)+2R(|) R (0 de-

h3

(hr) sin(hr) - 3 sin- (hr )

f

^2

3cos(hr) +

d(hr)

hr

If we use the boundary conditions on the integrals over r that they are
zero in the

obtain

ran.':e

of

0

< r<

R, and integrat-^ from r=R to r= »

we
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E

" -C cos p

sin y cos y 2B n
o

2

t

(?-t)/X

<I)

(u)

#

C8)
r

o

I,

e

o

where
3
•I)

(U)

=

_

sin" U - U cos U

(9)

J
and U = hR.
It is noted from Eq.

(7)

that (a)

this contribution to the

Iiv

scattering possesses the four-leaf clover form because of the
inclusion
of the siny cosy

terp, but (b) the 0

principally from the

<l>

(U)

term.

dependence of scattering arises

The function ^ (U) exhibits a maximum

at U = 6 = 0 and decreases with increasing U through a number of maxima

and minima corresponding to various orders of interference.

Except in

the case of scattering systems having very monodisperse size, however,

these masima and minima are not individually resolved and the scattering

curve actually obtained is a superposition of many such curves.

This

results in a smooth curve, which is, in essence, the envelope of the

sphere scattering^ curve.

It is noted that the scattering depends on

both the size of the bubble and on its rate of bubble growth.

To obtain

an explicit expression for the scattered intensity, it is necessary to

evaluate the internal by inserting some explicit dependence of bubble
radius upon time.

93
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As a specific simple illustration,
suppose the radius of the bubhle,
R,

depends on time as described by

R(0

=

R(Q

= a

*R(0

= 0

Then

(10)

where a is an appropriate dimension constant.
Eq,

(8)

becomes
-t/X
= C'

E

X^t - X^

s

g _

+ X2

1

,

(11)

where

C

= -C cos p

sin y
2

cos y

2B n

<E'

(U)

O

The intensity would be proportional to that given by Eq

by its complex conjugate.

.

(12)

(11) multiplied

In a real case, the expression for Eg would

be much more complex which could lead to the necessity of numerical inte-

gration of Eq.

(8)

Such a simple hypothetical example does illustrate the complexity of
the scattering due to the large number of variables that result in the

final equation.

Hence,

it is a difficult experimental problem to verify

-7-

these calcalations and as yet such theoretical
treatment has not been
verified.

However, applications of such work coald
be of use, for

.example, in the investigation of foam initiation
processes in determin-

ing kinetic information.
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Captions for Fifrures

1.

An Hv scattering pattern obtained
from a
Phenol-A-Polycarbonate film.

100^.

stretched "bis-

The stretching direction is
vertical

and polarization directions are
vertical and horizontal.
2,

The scattering angles, 9 and

|a.

^7

Pl4

fc.
I-

^.>,
8-
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D.

SUGGESTED STUDIES

The following is composed of
suggested future studies which are

related to the work in this chapter.
a)

the

It would be desirable to make
theoretical calculations of

light scattering pattern that would
be expected to arise from

strained regions were deformed such as
caused by stretching.

So far the

patterns have been calculated only for a
specially symmetrical strained
region.

If this could be done, further
analyzation of the

patterns for

the block copolymer systems could be made.
b)

One could prepare model systems to investigate
the effect

of strain on the

experiment.

light scattering patterns and then check theory
with

For example, one could disperse small hard spheres
in an

elastic matrix which should result in a strain pattern extending
outward
from the imbedded sphere.

which has been vulcanized.

A second system would be a swollen rubber
Such systems are generally thought to be non

uniform with respect to crosslink

,

density.

This should therefore lead

to non uniform swelling which in turn leads to strained regions in the

systems.
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CHAPTER

III

RHEO-OPTICAL BEHAVIOR OF COPOLYMERS OF
CIS AND TRANS POLYBUTADIENE AND HOMOPOLYMER MIXTURES OF CIS
AND TRANS POLYRUTADIENE
A.

INTRODUCTION

The motivation for the work discussed
in this chapter partly

extended from the work presented in Chapter

I

on the ABA hlock copolymers.

In that work, measurements of the stress
optical coefficient (SOC) of

high cis and high trans peroxide crosslinked
polybutadiene films were made.

These measurements indicated that the trans isomers
had a higher SOC than
the cis isomer.

Due to this difference it was of interest to see
what the

dependence of the SOC was on volume fraction of isomer
content and to note
if the SOC was different for a homopolymer blend
as compared with the

copolymer.

Recent theoretical efforts by Shindo and Stein"^ in predicting
the dependence of orientation of a statistical segment length, L,
showed

that orientation depends directly on the square of its length.

Their

expression is

fi -

I^

a
i

where

N^^

2

2

R

Jki_
L,)2
^

(IIl-l)

^

is the number of i type segments.

R is a displacement vector and

can here be considered as a constant for discussion purposes.

The latter

expression is derived assuming the rubber elasticity theory to be valid
in the region of application.
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Recently, Gent et al,^ and Nngal et
al.^

have shown that th^

Kinetic rubber elasticity theory for a
saussian network could describe the
behavior of crosslinked polyisoprene and
irradiated polyethylene, the latter
being crosslinked in the molten state,
only when measurements were made in
the swollen state.

That is, only in the swollen state did the

term go

to zero in the Mooney^ equation which is

^ =

where a is the stress,
The constant

C^^

2

(

X

-

)

+ C^\

(

X)

is the extension ratio and

(III-2)

and €3 are constants

is related to the NKT term in the equation given below

which was derived from the kinetic theory of rubber elasticity

1

a = NkT

(

X

-

-2

)

(III-3)

A

where N is the number of crosslinks per unit volume.
In the case of our investigations, it was decided to make

measurements both in the swollen and unswollen states.

This was believed

necessary since comparison with the ABA copolymers was desired and these

were investigated only in the unswollen state.
The work described here was done by cooperative efforts of the

author and Mr. Makoto Fukuda.

Mr. Fukuda is now continuing this work in

order to solve unanswered question that arose from this initial study.
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B.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

High cis (93%) and high trans
(91%) polybutadiene sample,
is were

obtained through the courtesy of
Phillips Petroleum. Co.
samples of different microstructure

,

i.e., cis trans ratio were all
prepared

through use of the ison,eri.ation technique
of

Berger and Buckley.
make a 1% solution.

The copolymeric

Golub'^'^' as

described by

The starting polymer is dissolved
in benzene so as to

^

The sensitizer, phenyl disulphide is
then added at

55 wt% on the polymer.

The solution is then irradiated with
ultraviolet

light for a designated length of time
after which the polymer is repeatedly

precipitated in methanol and dried.

During the isomerization reaction

oxygen must be excluded to avoid degradation
or crosslinking

.

The system

is swept with oxygen free nitrogen prior
to and during the course of the

reaction.

Our technique differed from the others in that
the ultraviolet

source was surrounded with a toluene solution of

B-naphthol, ^^hich acts

as a filter to reduce the intensity of the
frequencies below 3650 A so
as to reduce crosslinking during the reaction
caused by the high energy

rays.

The isomerization reaction was found to proceed as did that of

Berger and Buckley, i.e., the degree of isomerization varied with the degree
of irradiation up to an equilibrium point as is shovm in Fig. III-l.

The

cis trans ratio was calculated by an infrared technique as explained by

Berger and Buckley.

The samples prepared by photo-isomerization will be

denoted by the letters IS

for convenience.

Table III-l presents data

concerning the cis trans ratio of the IS samples.

Blend samples were also

made by physically combining the homopolymer of cis and trans polybutadiene.

All crosslinked films were
nreDar^-H
prepared k,,
by dissolving the sample
.

in benzene to

fc™

about a 2-3Z solution.

In the case of the IS
samples,

the antioxidant, 2,2'
-thylene-bis-(.-„ethyl-6-tert .butyl) -phenol

added to prevent oxidation.

present.

Tl.e

was

.

blended samples already had an
antioxidant

The crossllnklng af-ent (dlcuinyl
peroxide - 18„g/i0g poly,„ers)

was added to the benzene-rubber
solution which was then placed in a
Teflon
coated pan and the solvent evaporated
leaving the rubber with the crossllnklng
agent dispersed within the film. This
film was then stripped from the

Teflon and cured under a pressure of
about fOOO psl at 160°c for 20 minutes.
(Table lll-l) CHARACTERIZATIO N DATA
DETKRMINED FROM AMPlrQ oF HICH CIS
OR HIGH TRANS POI.Y BUTADIENE THAT HA n RF^FpHnTATon^cpT^p
——
—
rr^TX^AT
T T) D
T rpT /^XT
SAMPLE
ORIGINAL
IRRADIATION
COMPONENT
<;

A

NO.

SAMPLE

00

High Cis

"Pi

A

TIME (MIN)

_

CIS

-

*

TRANS

VINYL

CIS/TRANS

0

93

5

5

95/5

^2

"

30

79

18

3

82/18

0^

"

35

85

12

3

88/12

03

"

60

53

A3

A

57/43

05

"

45

70

27

3

72/28

06

"

60

62

35

3

64/36

01

"

150

23

73

A

24/76

07

"

360

16

81

3

16/84

17

80

3

17/83

35

58

7

38/62

5

91

4

5/95

62

High trans

35

"

000

II

C.

EXPERIMENTAL

Creep experiments were made using the
prepared films.

The

experimental apparatus used for these
experiments was designed by Dr. W.J.

MacKnight and is shown in Fig. III-2, and
consists of

a

temperature controll

chamber in which a flow of oxygen free
nitrogen is maintained to eliminate
oxidation of the rubber at

higl,

temperatures.

TT,e

chamber contains windows

such that a light beam could be passed
through the sample so one could

measure the birefringence simultaneously with the
creep.

The length of

the sample is measured as a function of
temperature by a cathotometer

external to the chamber.
a weight on the sample,

The actual experiment is carried out by hanging
the other end of which is held fixed, following

the change in birefringence and length with
temperature.

The weight was

hung on the sample for approximately two days at room
temperature before

measurements were made.

The purpose of this was to allow the sample to

reach an ecuiilibrium length.

To approach equilibrium in the high trans

samples, the temperature was raised to above 9n°C in order to melt the
crys-

talline regions thus allowing creep to occur and an equilibrium length to
be reached.

From the measured values of length, optical retardation and

sample dimensions, the values of stress, strain, stress optical coefficient,

birefringence and the strain-optical coefficient could be calculated.

The

thickness for the birefringence calculation

a

v;as

determined by assuming

constant volume during elongation.
2

•

Measurem ents in the Sw ollen State
The data collected in the swollen state

V7as

made on samples

if)

ZD

<
<
CL
CL

<

cc
ZD

<
LU

LlJ

O
z

LU
C9
cr

UJ
(X.

CQ

Figure II -

2

]08

swollen with ben..ene.

The procedure was to hang a
weight on the saraple

and immerse the elongated sample in
a beaker of benzene.

When an enuillbri^nn

swelling had been reached, as noted by
no further change in the weight of
the swollen sa..ple, the birefringence
was determined.

made by raising the swollen sample out
of

the'

This measurement was

solvent bath and into the path

of the light beam used for the
birefringence measurement.

It should be

noted that the sample was removed but the
lower clamped end holding the

weight was left immersed with the beaker.
keep the x^eight on the sample the same.

This was necessary in order to

The birefringence was quickly deter-

mined within a few seconds along with the thickness
and the sample was
reimmerscd in the solvent bath.

It was found that the birefringence did

not change significantly with short periods of time

removed from the hath.

(

two minutes) when

In the birefringence calculation, correction was

made for the volume fraction of swelling solvent as is theoretically

necessary
Figure III-3 shows a plot of the SOC multiplied by temperature

plotted against temperature.

One notes the constancy of this quantity for

both the high cis and high trans crosslinked polybutadlene samples.
upturn, upon cooling at about 85*C in the plot for

tlie

The

trans data is due to

the crystallinlzation which results in much higher birefringence thus in-

creasing the SOC.

For the isomerlzed samples that have intervening contents

of cis and trans isomers, the plots fall between those shown in Fig. III-3.

The effect of crystallization temperature becomes lower as one would intuitively expect.

polymer blends.

Similar plots are found for the crosslinked films of homoHere too, in order to avoid crystallization contribution
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to the SOC one must make measurements
at temperatures above the
crystal

melting point.
trans,

It was generally observed
that for equal ratios of cis to

the blend sair.ples showed a higher
melting point.

This is not sur-

prising however, since in the blend samples
there is an increase in the

purity of the crystalline phase since
segregation is limited by the chemical
bonds between cis and trans units occurring
within the same chain.
Figure III-A shows the values of the SOC
found in the unswollen

state from both blends and isomerized samples.

temperature of lOO'C.

The values are based on the

This data shows the blend data to be essentially

linear while that of the isomerized samples is
nonlinear.

Accepting this

linear dependence of SOC upon percent cis content for
the blend

^;e

can ex-

press this simply as

SOC (Blend) -

where

and

Isomers.

V^.

(SOC)^ +

V^.

(SOC) ^

(III-A)

are the respective volume fraction of the cis and trans

Such a relationship Implies an equal distribution of the stress

by both components in proportion to their volume fraction, as well as no

Interaction between either of these two types of chains which would change
their properties.

To support the first part of this statement we first

assume the observed birefringence

A =

?:

V.A.

can be expressed as

+

A.

(II1-5)

i

where

V^^

is the respective volume fraction of the i component of the system

Ill
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which has birefringeT.ce equal to A,
gence arising

fron,

.

The latter tern is the

fort,

birefrin-

internal field effects at the boundary
separating two

phases of differing refractive indexes.

This is assumed to be zero in
this

work and has been shown to be small in
magnitude in other systems.^

Since
we have two components (cis and trans)
in our system we can write the
stress
optical coefficient as

SOC

A
a

=

.!cic_

+

o

\\

„

—o—

where O is the stress borne by the total system.

(III-6)

Ue can divide and mul-

tiply each term on the right by the stress
borne by the respective component

which gives

SOC =

(SOC)^

+

(SOC)^

(iii_7)

a

Thus our earlier equation, Eq.(III-A) holds only when the
fractional stress
terra

becomes unity and the components are acting in series.

tional stress terms,

(Oi/a

),

If the frac-

were different from unity, and varied with

composition, this would result in a nonlinear behavior.

Actually, the data

does show some small deviation from linearity, possibly an indication of

some interaction or unequal stress distribution.
The data for the isomerized samples displays a more complex

behavior which requires consideration.
v;as

To explain this, the first thought

to apply the Shindo-Stein theory mentioned earlier.

This seemed rea-

sonable since the isomerized segment could, as a first approximation, be
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comprised of two types ot statistical

se,,n,ents:

the statistical segment

associated with the trans regions
and those associated with
the els regions.
The fonner would be expected
to he longer since the trans
unit has heen
considered

stiff er unit than the els.

a

According to the Shlndo-Steln theory,
the SOC depends on the
average anlsotropy of the statistical
segments (a -a )
This can be ex.

1

2

pressed as

N

5^

i

(a i

1

where

is the number of the i

tical length L^.

o.

)

2i

1

.

i i

th
'

type of statistical segments with statis-

The anisotropy associated with this
length is (a

-

a

)

For our case with trans (t) and cis (c)
isomers we can write the above as

(III-9)

L

X
t

where

and X^

2

X

+

t

2

T.

t

c

are the respective cis and trans mole fractions.

By mani-

pulation of the above one arrives at

c

,

(a

^2
- a

(a

^

)

+

Ta

-

a

l
t

+

iT

)

2

1

a)
^

1

t

t

1

x
C

(III-IO)

L^-x
c

-

c

we can see that one can get (a

i

a

)

2

by rearranging and solving for (a

12
- a

)

uhlch 1.

(-5, -

for a nultlccponent
syste™.

mental values of (OC,of
/

o,,)

knovln, X

,

and

Hence one use. the experione tries different ratio,

to see if agreement can he
made between theory and experl;T,ent.

Figure III-5 shows theoretical
plots of Kn

(III-lO)

.

of the anisotropy and statistical
segment length.

appears similar to our data.

for various ratios

One sees that case VIII

By further trial, good agreement
was obtained

between the theory and experimental
results.

This is shown in Fig. III-6.

We note surprisingly, however, that to
fit theory with experiment, we must
use a ratio of (L^

/

L^^

equal to 10.

This is the opposite of what was

initially expected, i.e., if the trans chain is
more extended than the cis,
then

should be greater than

unity.

Our data is supported by some recent work of Poddubnyi"^
who has

thereby causing the ratio to be less than

shown by flow birefringence techniques that the cis isomers
of both polybu-

tadiene and isoprene are more extended than the corresponding trans
isomers.
His data qualitatively supports our results calculated by the Shindo-Stein
theory, but the difference in magnitude between cis and trans characteristics is less than ours.

Tlie

work of Borisova"*"^ also supports our results

as calculated by the Shindo-Stein theory.

He showed by calculations of the

potential surfaces of internal rotation that the cis isomers of polybutadiene and polyisoprene must be relatively less flexible than the trans isomers
due to the correlation of the internal rotation relationship between adja-

cent monomer units.

Flory and Wagner^^ also reached similar conclusions

based on viscometry data.

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF MONOMER
ANISOTROPY OF CIS AND TRANS BUTADIENE

D.

It was also decided to theoretically calculate the anisotropy
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of the monomer unit oi
j
of CIS
ct^ and
nnri ^yr^r^r^
trans v,butadiene
in a manner identical to
the method applied to cis and
trans isoprene by Saunders/'
This method
.

•

first requires one to fix the monomer
unit in space on a three dimensional
axis.
Using the same bond angles and
bond polari.abillties from the litera

tureP

Fukuda calculated the polarizability
along the respective axes.

Figure III-7 defines how the reference
plane was established and what the

respective values of the three polarizabilities
were along these denoted
^xx' Pyy'"^ ^zz'

'^^'^

average optical anisotropy of the monomer,

Af.

was calculated by

^

-

^xx

^^yy

^zz

)

/

(ITl-12)

2

This value can be compared with the value of the
optical anisotropy of the

statistical segment,

(a^

- a^)

,

found in Eq.

(III-ll)

In fact one can

.

use the ratio of two values as an index of stiffness of the
chains.

If we

denote this ratio as q, then we can write

q =

(a^

- a^)

/

A3

(III-13)

For a rubberlike chain, q decreases relative to its value near
the glassy state.
a system.

Values of q are primarily for comparative purposes within

It should be mentioned that q values will obviously vary for

the same po]ymer depending of whose values of bond polarizabilities are

chosen for the monomeric calculation.
In regard to the cis and trans polybutadiene

summarizes data for the values of

3

XX

,3 yy',3 zz',A3

,
'

q
^

,

Table ITI-2

and (a

l

a

)

2

the

Fif,urc

T.I

-

7
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latter being calculated from the
experimental data.

One sees a contradic-

tion of this data to that expressed by
an earlier calculation using the

Shindo-Stein theory.

Specifically, Table III-2 shows that
q, the stiffness

factor, is higher for the trans than
for the cis by a factor of about
two.

Noting the fact that AB of the trans and
cis isomer do not differ

greatly, such data makes it difficult to
reconcile this result with the

earlier result obtained using the Shindo-Steln theory
which required the

statistical cis segment length to be greater than the
trans.

Further in-

vestigations are being made, however, to verify our own
quantitative
results
(Table III-2) VALUES OF THE OPTICAL PARA>fETERS FOUND
OR CALCULATED FOR
CIS 1,A or TRANS l.A POLYBUTADIENE OR RESPECTIVE BUTADIENE

MONOMER

PARAMETER

TRANS - 1,A

—
3xx-<3yy 322)/2=A3
(b - b

_
cm

,

70.3 X lO'^^cm^

60.0 X 10-25cin^

59. A x lO^^^cm^

19. A X 10-25cm-^

23.5 x IQ-^^cm^

155.

)

88.6 X lO-^^cm^

X lO'^^cm^

70.

x 10 ^^cm"^

2

1

q =

—

85.1 X 10~^^cm^
71.4 X 10

^yy

CIS - 1,A

(b -b

/A3

12'

) ,

— a

(a
1

)

2

-25
8.0 X 10

126

x 10

3

3

-25

-25

3

cm

cm

3.0 x 10

cm

,

70

x 10

3

cm

(unswollen)
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It was believed that
measurements of the SOC in the swollen

state would be in order since, as was
discussed earlier, measurements in
the swollen state by others showed
much better agreement with the
rubber

elasticity theory.
in benzene.

Such measurements were made, for
the cis isomer swollen

This resulted in a decrease of
(a^ - a^) as well as

Table III-2).

q

(see

Such data only accents the discrepancy
between the theo-

retical values calculated and those found
experimentally.
stated, however, that the new and lower
values of

-

(a.

It should be

a)

and

q

are in

2

1

agreement with sirailar results found by others.^

E.

SUGGEST}' D STUDIES

The following is composed of suggested future studies
related
to the work in this chapter.
a)

Recently Gent

14

has shovm that the birefringence of stretched

swollen crosslinked polyisoprene systems is dependent on the anisotropy
of the solvent molecule.

He specifically noted as the anisotropy of the

solvent increased the birefringence of the swollen rubber increased also.
This of course implies orientation of the solvent molecules which is some-

what surprising.

It would therefore seem worthwhile to rechcck this pheno-

menon by use of the butadiene system such as high cis.

It would also seem

that further investigation could be made on such systems by use of infrared

dichroism.

The latter would require a very thin cell where the sv/ollen

film could be stretched v/hile in the infrared beam.

One could then choose

solvents such that the appropriate bands of interest would not overlap those
of

the polymer.

One could then hopefully determine both the dichroism

of the solvent and of the polymer as well.

In this latter experiment, the
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.se of the differential technique
for measuring dlchrols™
.i,„t be preferred.
This technique developed by
Gotoh et al'\s supposed to
have
about a ten fold increase in
sensitivity to the conventional
technique.
b)

Recently Wilkes, Fukuda and
Stein" explained how the tl™e
dependent optical behavior nisht
change in a systen „here t>,o
types of

statistical segments were present.

Specifically, it was pointed out
that

optical properties such as dynamic
birefringence could change with frequency in a n,anner that depended
upon the sequence length of each
component relative to the distance between
crosslink point or entanglements.
It would seem that the system
of cis and trans butadiene could
be used

to investigate some of the premises
suggested by those authors.

Both

blend systems as well as isomerized systems
could be investigated in

both swollen and unswollen states at
temperatures sufficiently high to
Insure against crystalline contributions.

1?2
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CHAPTER

IV

THE RHEO-OPTICAL BEHAVIOR OF A
COPOLYMER OF CAPJ^ON
MONOXIDE WITH ETHYLENE

A.

INTRODUCTION

The manuscript given in the oncoming
pages represents the initial

study conducted on some low carbonyl
content ethylene - carbon monoxide

polymers.

The motivation behind this initial work
was the desire to

study the behavior of the ethylene chain by
making use of the carbonyl
group in the backbone.

Tliese

groups have the advantage that they can

easily be studied by both infrared and dielectric
techniques while only
the former method can be used to study the ethylene
chain.

One of the

goals of this study was to try and determine if the
carbonyl groups in
such low content
lattice.

(

< 1

weight per cent) would fit into the crystalline

Also desired was to note if the presence of carbonyl groups

had any effect on the mechanical behavior or these systems as compared
to a similar system with no carbonyl.
Tlie

following manuscript represents the initial work on these

systems and resulted in the initiation of several other studies by workers
at this laboratory.
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THE RHEO-OPTICAL BEHAVIOR OF A
COK)LYMER OF CARBON
MONOXIDE WITH ETHYLENE

by
Garth L. Wilkes and Richard S.
Stein
Polymer Research Institute and Department
of Chemistry
University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts

INTRODUCTION

.

There have been many studies made on
polyethylene to determine

how the internal morphology changes during
deformation such as by uniaxial stretching.

One of the techniques of studying this
process is by

infrared dichroism.

An advantage of this method is that one can

separate the orientation of the amorphous and
crystalline phases by

measuring the dichroism of absorption bands that arise
from these
respective phases.

Incorporation of a small percentage of carbonyl

groups along the backbone of the ethylene chain may further
aid the

study of the defoliation process or lead to other interesting
behavior.
Specifically, the carbonyl absorption band has four useful characteristics

from the standpoint of such a dichroic study.
absorbing

First, it is a strong

band in the infrared region and thus only a small percentage

of carbonyl is necessary to note its presence.

Second, it has a rather

veil defined transition moment associated with its absorption thus
allowing the orientation fimction of the group to be easily calculated
from the dichroic data.

of the spectrum (~17J+0

Third, the absorption band occurs in a region
cm""^)

where no band overlap occurs.

Fourth, since

^ Supported in part by grants from the National Science Foimdation and the
Petroleum Research Fund of the American Chemical Society and in part by a
contract from the Office of Naval Research.
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the carbonyl group vlll also absorb
In the ultraviolet region,
U.V. aichroism can also potentially be used
as a technique for characterising
the

polymers behavior.
Some points in question that occurred
at the initial stages of this

study are listed below:
a)

How are the dynamic mechanical
properties affected by the presence

of the carbonyl?
b)

Do the carbonyl groups remain restricted
to the amorphous phase

or can this group fit into the crystalline
lattice?
c)

How are other properties such as birefringence,
melting point

and dielectric properties significantly changed
by presence of carbonyl?

SAMPLES AND PREPARATION OF FILMS

Polyethylene samples containing carbonyl
groups placed in the

backbone were obtained through the courtesy
of Dr. J. E. Guillet of the

University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
0.0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 per cent.

as yet completely understood.

The carbonyl percentages were

The structure of such polymers is not
It is known however that the preparation

of these polymers results from the reaction
between ethylene and carbon
monoxide.

Compression molded films of these polymers were
made at l80°C
at 8000 psi. The -annealed samples (AS) were
left to cool overnight in the

press after molding.

The quenched samples (QS) were made by immediate

removal from the press after about 3-h minutes of
press time at 8000 psi
and quenched in a bath of ethanol cooled \T±th dry
ice.

•
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LIGHT SCATTERING PHOTOGRAPHS
The photographic light scattering
technique developed by Stein
et. al. is a quick and sirnple method
of qualitatively determining
crystal

size and degree of anisotropy.

To do this one simply passes a
polarized

beam of monochromatic light (e.g. laser
beam) through the sample.

A

second polarizer is placed after the sa^nple
(see Fig. l) vhich has its

electric vector rotated 90° to that of the
incident

bea^n.

The existence

of anisotropic regions in the sample such
as crystals causes the incident

beam to be scattered in a predictable manner.

From these light scattering

patterns one can then quantitatively learn
about the crystal size and
content.
Figs. 2 a-b shov the typical Hv patterns of the (AS)
films of

0.0 and 1.0 per cent carbonyl respectively.

Figs. 2 c-d show the Hv

patterns for the (QS) filjns of 0.0 and 1.0 per cent
respectively.

One

quickly notes the patterns are as expected, that is, the (AS)
films

both show small "cloverleaf" patterns indicative of large spherulites.
The (QS) films show no well defined maximum in the lobe of the "clover-

leaf" but show

a

much larger pattern.

Thus it appears these films

have only small, poorly structured spherulites and probably
a higher

content of amorphous material.

This was rather qualitatively obvious

from the film itself for the (QS) films are clearer and much
flexible than the (AS) films.

Eiore
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DYNA^a:C I^CHANICAL BSHAVrnR

Fig. 3 shows the d;^naraic
mechanical spectra for (AS) and
(qs)

films Of 0.0 and 1.0 per cent
carbonyl.

The data vas obtained from a

Vibron direct reading viscoelastometer
at a frequency of 110 Hz.
One
notes the effect of the carbonyl
is small but the modulus is
increased
slightly. Fig. k shows some data
of Takayanagi^^)^^^^^^^^
^^^^
polyethylene samples of different degrees
of branching as labeled.
(Measurements were also made on a Vibron
but at 138 Hz).

One notes

that the data from the samples measured
by the author shows the same

trend as the branched system of
Takayanagi.
are highly branched.

Thus it appears our samples

Ue also note the moduli are higher for
the data

of Takayanagi.

DSC
Fig.

5

shows the plots of specific heat versus temperature

for 0.0 and 1.0 per cent (AS) films.

The weights of the samples measured

were very similar so that the two plots can be compared
with respect to
the area under the curve.

Such comparison implies the degree of crys-

tallinity was essentially the same for both types of films.

One can

see the effect of the carbonyl is essentially negligible
with respect
-to

melting point and heat of melting.

With the use of Flory's^^^ basic

melting equation for a random copolymer one can calculate what the
depression in melting point will be for the inclusion of a noncrystallizable comonomeric unit in a chain whose other comonoraer unit is
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crystallizable.

The equation

i
^«
where

_

is

R

In X

^

(1)

- the melting point in the presence
of impurity

T° = the melting point for the
pure crystal

^

= the heat of fusion

R = the gas constant

X = mole fraction of crystallizahle
unit
This equation is thermodynamically
derived considering the

distribution of the non-crystallizable units
in the chain are excluded
from the crystal.

The chemical potential of the crystal
is assumed

constant and the depression of T^ resulting
from finite crystal size is
not included.
If this equation is applied using the melting
temperature of

the 0.0^ carbonyl system (585°K) as T°, AH^ as
970 cal/mole for CH^

monomer units and X equal to 0.995 a change in melting
point of l.k°C
is calculated.

Experimentally a depression of about 0.5°C was observed

with a precision of + 0.5°C.

These data do imply that rejection of the

carbonyl from the lattice does not occur but the degree of sensitivity

by this technique is believed not sufficient to justify this argument.
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INFRARED SPECTRA AM) DICHROISM
Table I suininarizes the absorption
bonds and their assignments

for a crystalline polyethylene

sample.

This table is given for compara-

tive purposes with the spectra now
described.

Figs. 6-9 show the infrared

spectrum of the 0.0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 per
cent samples (AS).
shows the spectrum of an ordinary low
density polyethylene.

Fig. 10

Before

presenting the dichroic data it seems logical
to point out some features
of the unpolarized spectra.

Fig. 11 shows the spectrum of a 1.0^^
carbonyl

(QS) sample on which certain bands have been
labeled B^

-

If one

B^q.

compares this with Fig. 12 (a 0.0^ Qs) one notes the
following differences.
(Note: the comparisons now discussed are from (QS)
films because resolution

was higher when these spectra were

run— such discussion would

hold for

(as) films).
1.

B-,_

exists in both spectra

-

its origin is not as yet certain.

It is believed this absorption is associated with the carbonyl
of esters

found in some end groups in this system caused by the catalysts.
2.

B2, which is indicative of the presence of carbonyl (as can be

seen from Figs. 7, 8, 9) is present only as expected, and not in the
0.0^
sample
3.

B^^

only appears in the 1% sample

-

good resolution is required

to well define this band and hence one loses it during dichroic measurements
as \r±ll be explained later.

The origins of B^ and

B^^

are not understood

since neither exists in Fig. 10 for low density polyethylene.
k.

By seems to be stronger for the

1'^

sample however, this band is

not noticeable in the spectrum of low density polyethylene (Fig. lO).
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is very apparent In all
spectra of these samples except
the

5.

low density polyethylene (Fig.
lo).

Explanation is lacking as yet.

seems to te stronger in the
1^ sample than the 0.0^ sample.

6.

B5 is a combination band.

Tnis difference' in absorption
is not as yet

imderstood.

Before the dichroic results are
presented, a brief review of

dichroism and its relations to the
orientation function of a chain will
be given.
Specifically the dichroism D can be defined
as

where

is the absorption of radiation
polarized parellel to the stretch

axis and

Aj

is the absorption for radiation
polarized perpendicular to

the same axis.

The orientation function, f, is defined
as

^ = 3

< cos^ 0 > -1

(2)

2

where < cos^ 0 > is an average over the angle
0 that the chain axis makes

with the stretch axis.

Previous theoretical work relates the orientation

function, the desired

quantity, to the dichroism, the measureable paramete

in the following way
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vhere C =

and

= 2 cot^ a and a is the angle between the
chain

o

axis and the axis along vhich the
transition moment of the absorption
lies.
Thus, if a is known and D is
measured, then the orientation
func
tion, f, can be obtained.

It is clear that in principle
the dichrolc

technique offers advantages in separating
molecular orientation of multicomponent systems over many other methods.
This is because one can

measure the dichroism from an absorption
that arises from a particular
component in a multi phase system thereby
allowing the orientation of that

particular component to be calciaated.
In the case of many of the polyethylene
bands, the angle

that the transition moment makes

the chain axis is known.

-^rith

also true for the carbonyl absorption.

This is

Specifically, the moment lies

along the carbonyl double band and thus is perpendicular
to the chain if
we can make the reasonable assujnption that all carbonyl
groups are placed
in the chain as shown below,

H

H

H

H
\

C

C

\
c

,

c

,

^

c

.

/

/

H

'

k

o

if we assume this, then Eq. 2 becomes

H

H
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By measuring the dichroism, D, as a
function of extension ratio,
X, ve should
be able to learn something about
vhere the carbonyl groups are
located in the
polymer, i.e., in amorphous or crystalline
regions.

Fig. 13 gives typical

spectra of the tvo polarization orientations
measured on a 1.0^ (as) film for
an extension ratio of 1.6. One clearly
observes that the carbonyl band (B2)
is highly dichroic.

The orientation function has been
calculated from the

carbonyl band and also from the 720 cm"! band
(b^q) using Eq. k for a series
of different extension ratios. One
obtains the results that are plotted in
Fig. Ik.

These data are typical for all (AS) films
containing carbonyl groups.

On this same plot are given data by Read^^^
obtained from the carbonyl band

found within an ethylene acrylonitrile copolymer
(2^ vt. being acrylonitrile)

which he believed to be caused by thermal oxidation.

One notes the orientation

function calculated by Read from his carbonyl data is
much less than the

orientation he found from the 720 cm"! band (also shown on
Fig. ik)

.

Yet, as

is clear, in the case of the prepared carbonyl containing
polymers (AS or QS)

the orientation function calculated from the carbonyl band
is as high or higher

than the 720

cm"-'"

band.

This is interesting and various explanations for the

cause of this can be postulated.
1.

The data indicate that the carbonyl groups are orienting as much

as the crystalline regions.

This implies that the carbonyl group appears to

fit into the crystalline lattice.
et.al,

This conclusion is supported by Chatani

by their x-ray diffraction study on low molecular weight. ethylene

carbonyl copolymers.

Their data showed the effect of carbonyl was to cause

lattice diso2rder by noting changes in the

xinit

lene cell with an increase of carbonyl content.

cell parameters of the polyethy-

Their data also showed the
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carbonyl bond was pe^ndicular
to the C axis of the
unit cell as well as
the .olecular axis. This
Justifies our use of C equal
to -2 in E,.(4).

A second explanation could
he that possibly the
carhonyl groups
are preferentially located
next to sequences of trans
units. It has been
suggested hy Head and Stein(^)
that the trans units orient
to a ^ch greater
degree than do the ga^he; this
being due to the fact that
a trans sequence
would be stiffer. This vould
result in a longer statistical
se^ent. We
2.

could then expect a much higher
orientation function than what is
no^lly
found from amorphous poly^ner chains.
This is because the recent
theoretical

work Of Stein and Shindo^^) shoved
the orientation function is
proportional
to the square of the statistical
segment length (such theoretical
calculations

were based on the valid use of rubber
elasticity theory).

Recently results from dielectric studies
on this system strongly
support the former explanation.

These studies vere initiated on the
premise

that dielectric measurements of the a and
^ peak should either support or

disprove our speculation.

Specifically, if the polar carbonyl groups do
fit

into the crystal then the a peak which is of
crystalline origin will be
present.

If not, only the 3 peak (amorphous origin) will
predominate. One

•

can as well quantitatively find the distribution
of carbonyl groups between

an amorphous and crystalline regions by noting
the areas under the respective

a and p loss peaks.

The dielectric data do indeed show that the a peak
shows

strong absorption and thus indicates the carbonyl 's
placement in the crystalline
lattice.

No other detail will be given here since the dielectric
studies will

soon be published^'''^
The fact that the infrared data contradict those of Rcad^^^may
be

because the carbonyl groups may be placed differently.

Thenml oxidation
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groups r^y not .e found in
an. larce nu..er in the
c^staUine lattice
Even if they were, the fact
that they „ay he at the
chain end

could
cause the angle a to differ
fro. 90° and thus E,. k
vould no longer he
valid for it vould predict too
s^ll an orientation function
in such a
case.
It Should he mentioned that
one vould prefer to co,npare
the

oarbonyl dlchrois. vith
730 en"! which is a crystalline
band vlth a
defined transition moment. The
difficulty in making such a
co^arison
is due to lacK of sufficient
resolution in the spectra to
separate the

730 cm-1 hand from the 720 cm"!.
The reason for this is

that

Hence the authors have used the
720 cm"!

If the carhonyl vas evenly
distributed

between crystalline and amorphous
phases then one vould expect the
dichroism to be essentially the same
as the 720 cm'^ which Is a com-

bination crystalline amorphous band.

Accuracy in calculating the

dichroism from the 720 cm'^ band has
been limited however due to Its
overlap vith the 730 cm"! band.
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TABLE I .

Absorption bands for polyethylene
in the Infrared region
between TOO - 2100 o. -1
Also given is the phase the absorption
Is assoeiated with i.e.,
crystalline (c)
or amorphous (A). The confomation
sequence: trans (t) or gauche
(g) is given

as veil as transition moment and
assignment.'*

Band

720
730

Phase

(s)

A

(s)

f

1078
1303
1353

1369
l89i+

2016

— ttt—
internal

A

(w)

(w)

A
A

(M)

A

(M)

(w)

(w)

1

— ttt---

-

C

888

Conformation
(Sequence)

thickness

Transition
Moment

1

CHg rock

J

CHg rock

band

t + g

Assignment

.1

R-CH= CH^

Skeletal

g

11

CH^ Twist

g

II

CHg

II

CH2 Wag

gtg

C

—ttt—

(?)

A, C

—ttt—

(?)

1

II

VJag

Combination
720 + 730 +
Raman II68
rock
Combination of
720 + 730 + I29U
Raman twist

*S, W, M in parentheses refer to the strength of the
absorption be it strong
&
medium, (m) or veek (w).

f
v

s)/:»
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1.

Topical la.er ap^ratus for rnaUng
photographic investigation of
the
light scattering behavior of
polymer fitas.

2.

HV light scattering patterns
fro™ 0.0^ and 1.0^ ethylene
carbon
monoxide copolymers (AS refers
to annealed san^les and QS
refers
to quenched samples),

3.

Dynamic mechanical spectra, as
a function of temperature,
for ethylene
carbon monoxide copolymer and for
an ethylene polymer.

k.

Dynamic mechanical spectra, as a
function of temperature, for
different
types of polyethylene (Data of

Takayangi^^V

5.

Specific heat as a function of
temperature for 1.0^ and 0.0^ ethylene
carbon monoxide copolymers.

6.

Infrared spectrum of 0.0^ ethylene
carbon monoxide copolymer (AS).

7.

Infrared spectrum of 0.1^ ethylene carbon
monoxide copolymer (AS).

8.

Infrared spectrum of 0.5^ ethylene carbon
monoxide copolymer (AS).

9.

Infrared spectrum of 1.0^ ethylene carbon
monoxide copolymer (AS).

10.

Typical infrared spectrum of low density
polyethylene.

11.

Infrared spectrum of 1.0^ ethylene carbon
monoxide copolymer (QS)

with labeled bands.
12.

Infrared spectrum of 0.0^ ethylene carbon monoxide
copolymer (qs).

13.

Typical polarized infrared spectra for a film of
1.0^ ethylene carbon
monoxide copolymer (AS)

Ih,

\n.th an

extension ratio of 1,6^,

A plot of the orientation function,

f,

ratio for particular absorption bands.
shovn on the same plot.

plotted against the extension

Data of Read^^

^
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C.

SUGGESTED STUDIES

The follox.ing is composed of
suggested future studies

which extend from the vork in this
chapter.
a)

One of the most obvious studies
that was suggested as a

result of this work was dielectric
measurements on these same systems.

These were suggested for reasons as
explained in the manuscript.
b)

Further infrared dichroism measurements
could be made

with the intention of specifically
determining the dichroism of the
crystalline band such as the 730 cm'^ band.

This would require thin

fiDms and an instrument of sufficient high
resolution to minimize band

overlap.

Further work to compare the dichroism of the bands
of these

systems relative to ordinary polyethylene of similar
crystalline content

might prove interesting but such a study is
considered only of secondary nature.
c)

Further rheo-optical studies would be interesting on

such systems but when the percent of carbonyl content is higher.
d)

X-ray orientation function determination compared to

the orientation function measured by infrared dichroism v;ould be
useful
if further quantitative comparison were desired.
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CHAPTER

V

THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AN
INSTRUMENT TO
INSTANTAls^EOUSLY MEASURE ULTRAVIOLET
VISIBLE
AND INFRARED DICHROISM AND ITS APPLICATION
TO STUDY
THE RHEO-OPTICAL BEHAVIOR OF
DEHYDROHALOGENATED
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
'

A.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is divided into two parts.

The first concerns

the description and operation of an apparatus
designed and constructed by the author for measuring dichroism instantaneously
during

stretching of a polymer film.

The second part concerns the use of

this apparatus, along with application of birefringence techniques,
to investigate the time dependence of molecular orientation and
rela-

xation in the system of dehydrohalogenated polyvinyl chloride (DH-PVC)
The variables used in these measurements were temperature and percent
of plasticizer additive.
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AN APPARATUS FOR INSTAOTANEOUSLY
MEASURING U V

VT^rmT.

By
Garth L. Wilkes, Daniel A. Keedy and
Richard
Polymer Research Institute
and Department of Chemistry
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Ifessachusetts 01002

S.

Stein

ABSTRACT

An apparatus has been constructed for
following changes in the dichroism
of a polymer film undergoing rapid elongation.

By means of a rapidly rotat-

ing mirror vith evenly spaced open sectors,
a "beam of radiation is passed
througli the sample and then alternately
polarized in the horizontal and

vertical direction so that the horizontal and
vertical ahsorbancies may be

rapidly compared in times short as compared with the
time of sample elongation (a few milliseconds). The apparatus utilizes
reflection optics and a

grating monochrome ter so that measurements may be made
using ultraviolet,
visible, or infrared radiation.

The transmitted intensity is detected by

a photomuliplier or semiconductor cell, the output of
which is amplified
and displayed on an oscilloscope.
is provided.

A temperature controlled sample chamber

The operation of the apparatus is illustrated by following

the change in dichroism of a sample of dehydrohalogenated polyvinyl
chloride

vith visible radiation during rapid extension.

* Supported in part by a contract with the Office of Naval Research and
i
part by grants from the National Science Foundation and the General
Tire
and Rubber Company.
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INTOODUGTION

Infonnation regarding the ti.e
dependence and magnitude of
molecular
response in a rapidly deforced
polymer fil:. is important from
both practical
and fundamental viewpoints. From
the practical point of viev
the i^ortance

veighs on such properties as impact
strength or hrittleness.

From the fund,

cental viewpoint the importance
concerns infonnation vhich leads
to a bette r
^mderstanding of how a polymeric solid
responds on a molecular scale to an
imposed stress.

Since polymeric solids are in
general complex systems with

respect to structure on a submicroscopic
scale, information on molecular
response is of critical value when
correlating bulk behavior to molecular
structure.

For example three common types of very
different polymeric solid

Include systems which are made of

copolymers (random or block) and

a), amorphous homopolymers
c).

b). amorphous

semicrystalline polymers, the latter

of which may be homopol^meric or
copolymeric.

Three commonly kno.m systems

which parallel these respective categories
are

a), polystyrene

lonitrile styrene butadiene copolymers (ABS) and

b). acry-

c). polyethylene.

Interest in measuring molecular orientation and
its time dependence is

certainly not new since many dynamic techniques
are already well established

which determine orientation or some bulk property,
such as stress, which
depends on molecular response and its relaxation.

Examples of such dynamic

techniques are the use of the torsion pendulum, the
methods of dynami.c birefringence, light scattering and x-ray diffraction.

A second category of

experiment exists for measuring similar response and
can be called the "one
shot" experiment.

This

t^-pe

of experiment is generally irreversible.

The
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cause Of this IrreversiMlity
generally arises fro. the
fact that large
san^le defo^ations are
involved and thus the range
of linear vlsooelastioity is exceeded. This
molecular response in
non-linoar regions
is Of interest.
The method need not rely
on the assw»ption on vhich
dynamic techniques are based i.e.,
that past cyclic defecations
have not
Changed the samples internal
structure which vlll i„ turn
change the overall properties.
It vould be desirable to measure
the instantaneous orientation
of a
particular phase or component in the
system of interest e.g. crystalline
vs. amorphous orientation, or
one component of a copolymer
system etc.

during rapid defonuation.
gations.

The method of dichroism permits
such investi-

This technique has been used extensively
in measuring "component-

orientation after a sample had been deformed
or, over long periods (minutes)
Of relaxations^ 2,3, \ j^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
that the short time dependency of
orientation cannot be determined.

'

This

region can lead to information about the
rate of energy dissipation by a
sample vhich relates to such bulk properties
as impact strength.

We have

now developed an apparatus vhich can measure
dichroism during the rapid
deformation of a sample at a controlled
temperature.

Our instrument is

suitable for making measurements in the
ultraviolet, (U.V.

Infrared (l.R.) regions of the spectrum.
2,000/in/in/min. can be applied.

)

visible and

Strain rates of the order of
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DICHROIg M_AlID ORIEFrATION
To describe the orientation of
a poller inolecule(s)
in a solid,
generally the Hermann's orientation
function, f, is used, defined
as

vhere 9 is the angle vhich the
principal axis of the chain .a.es
with
the stretch axis or any other
defined reference axis. It is
clear that
this function can vary from -1/2 to
1 as 9 varies from 90 to 0
degrees.
The dichroism, D, the experimental
parameter is defined as a^/a^ vhere
and
are the ahsorhances for radiation
polarized parallel and

perpendicular to the stretching direction.

It is related to the

orientation function, the desired parameter,
by the expression

(D + 2)

(2)

Vhere

a,

C =

^1

Here,

a^^

and

a.^

+ 2ap
1
' ^-2

2

Xcos2 a>-i

,

.

(3)

are the absorption coefficients associated
with the

principal and minor axis of the absorption ellipsoid.

The angle a, is

the angle that the principal axis of the absor-ption
ellipsoid makes vith

the chain axis.

double bonds,
structure.

Ct

As an example, in a chain vhich contains
conjugated

vould be 0° for the absorption associated vith
the diene
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DESIG N CONSIDERATIONS
The instruinent vas designed such that
a thin polymer film sample
could be rigilly stretched from
each end h, the firing of
synchronized
retractable hydraulic pistons clamped
to the sample.
I>aring this rapid
deformation in a temperature controlled
chamber, the dichroism is in-

stantaneously measured by passing radiation
through the sample and rapidly
alternating the polarization direction from
parallel and perpendicular to
the sample stretch axis.

The radiation is then passed through
a mono-

chrometer and to a detector system the output
of vhich is recorded on an
oscilloscope.

The ratio of two consecutive absorbances
is then determined

from an oscilloscope trace and gives dichroism
at any time during the
deformation or during relaxation.
Figure 1 shows a line drawing of the instrument.

The various com-

ponents of the apparatus are numbered and will be
later referred to in
the description of its operation.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the instrument itself.

The apjaratus

is built such that the mechanical (stretching) system
is independent from

the optical (spectrometer) system so as to bar transfer
of any vibrations

to the optical system caused by the firing of the hydraulic
pistions

vhich stretch the sample.

This has been accomplished by mounting each

system on a separate base (lathe bed) and crossing these in a
perpendicular
fashion on a solid floor.

described elsewhere

within this report.

^

;

The mechanical portion of the system has been

hence its operation will not be described in detail
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As seen In Figure
1, the source of either U.V.
or I.R. is looatec.
at (1). The U.V. source Is
a Hanovia 90I-131 type
200 W Xenon mercury
are la^p vlth . O-60-5Universal la.p housing. An
Orion Model c-72-20
Universal lan,p power supply
^s used as the BC la.p power source.
n>e
infrared source is a Harner Swasey
Model 10 Glo*ar. The
radiation f ron
the source is collected hy a
Cassagrainian optical transfer
system
(warmer and Sv,asey Model
30) (2).
This syste. then focuses
this

radiation
through the Window of the temperature
controlled san^le chaaher
(5) where
the sample is clawed between
the ends of two hydraulic
pistons (1,) which,
Vhen triggered, rapidly stretch the
sa^le. The radiation transmitted
by'
the sample passes from the chamber
and enters the "chopper" region
whereby
the beam is rapidly switched from
one path to another for the
purpose of
alternately passing the beam through one
of two polarizers (7). For
U.V. these are Model I05 Polacoat,
Inc., while for I.R. wire grid

polarizers (Perkin-El^er) are used.
in detail later.

The chopper region will be explained

After the polarized radiation leaves
this choppar area

it passes to a second Cassagrainian
optical transfer system (2) which is

identical to the first one.

Wien the radiation is collected and focused

on the slit of a grating monchometer
(9) (McPherson Model 2l8) which has

a numerical aperture, f/5.3, comparable with the
numerical aperture of
the transfer systems f/5.5.

at a fixed wavelength.

During measurements the monochrometer is set

Upon exit from the monochrometer, the beam
impinges

either upon a photomultiplier (RCA Type
7200; If measurements are being

B^e

in the U.V. region, or. In the case of I.R.
measurements, upon a 90°

-7-
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Off axis ellipsoid mirror
(Per.Kin-El.er) vith focal
lengths of £52 ,^
ana -,2 ™. The exit slit is
located at its lonceat focal
point vhile
the other focal point is located
on a cryogcnically cooled
gennanlan
copper doped semiconductor detector.
(Santa Barbara Research
Center.
Model 91'*5-S). The response of
either detector Is then displayed
on a
storage oscilloscope from vhlch
a photograph can he taken
and the
dichroic values determined.

The alternation of polarization
is accomplished in the following
manner,
the chopper region (refer to Fig.
1 and its detail in Fig.3)
are a chopper-rotating mirror
(8), two small fixed plane mirrors
(6)

m

and two fixed U.V. (or I.R.) polarizers
(7).

It vas necessary to

alternate the polarization direction in
times which are short as com-

pared with the time for stretching (a few
milliseconds) so as to ohtain
the change in dichroism with elongation.

This vas accomplished by using

a rotating disk of which both sides act as a
mirror and has twelve

evenly spaced sectors cut from the disk.

The chopper is a Princeton

Applied Research Mechanical Model BZ-1 using our
o^m designed disk.
The chopping disk vas made of one-eighth inch
thick aluminum having

toth surfaces polished to a flatness of one ten
thousandth of an inch.
The disk surfaces vere then electroplated >ath Kanigan
(MP^)
Cambridge Plating Co. (Cambridge, Mass.).

by the

Kanigan coating is used on

such optical surfaces before the final deposition of
aluminum because

of its excellent surface uniformity vhen polished.

After the Kanigan

coating and final polishing, aluminum vas deposited on both sides
after

]61
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vhich a final protective coating
of .agnesiu. fluoride vas
placed .n the
alu^inu.. Fig. k shows a photograph
of the chopper area.
The operation
of the choppinp disk is illustrated
in Fig. U in vhich it is
seen that
the beam,

^Mng

its exit fro. the

sainpD.e

chamber, can take one of two

paths before being collected by
the second transfer system.

path is shown in the lower part of
the figure.
(1500

rp:n)

One such

Here the rotating disk

is at such a point that the
beam falls on an open sector of

the disk and thus passes through and
impinges on one of the small plane

mirrors.

It is then reflected through a
polarizer and strikes one

surface of the chopper disk which reflects
the beam to the second transfer
system.

The alternate path of the beam occurs
when the disk rotates

of arc (see upper part of Fig.

M.

if

Now the beam from the sample chamber

strikes the surface of the disk which reflects
it to the second plane

mirror vhich in turn reflects it through the other
polarizer.

The electric

vector of this polarizer is oriented at 90° to the former
so that radiation
passing through it is polarized perpendicularly to the
polarization direction of the first polarizer.

The beam then falls on an open sector region

of the disk and thus passes through now taking the identical
path to the
second transfer system as did the beam of the first described
path.

Thus

the detector will respond to signals vhich alternate repeatedly
between

radiation which is polarized parallel and perpendicularly to the
stretch
axis.

Since there are 600 signals/sec.

must be quite short.

the response time of the detector

Both our photomultiplier (U.V.

)

and cryogenic cooled

semiconductor (l.R.) have a response time in the order of a nanosecond vhich
is sufficient.
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CALIBRATION COIISIDERATI ONS

calibration of the instrument
vas necessary in o.xIer to
obtain
accurate quantitative results
and reproducibility. The
factors ne<
sary for consideration in our
case vere such factors as
listed below.
a)

reflectivity variation of the
chopper vheel

b)

frequency dependence of
photomultiplier

c)

oscilloscope calibration

d)

polarization dependence of photomultiplier

e)

machine polarization

f)

linearity of photomultiplier response

g)

beam convergence

We will now consider each of these
factors.
Since the surface of the rotating disk is
not perfectly uniform in

reflectivity as can be noted by Figure
5, one must first measure a
"baseline" trace in oixler that vhen a sample
is tested the absorption
can be calculated relative to the baseline
corresponding to the identical

sector on the disk vhere the signal vith a
a reference point on the disk is necessary.

sartrple

vas determined.

Thus

This point vas established

by blocking one sector of a small rotating vheel vhich
synchronously
chops a beam of light.
the motor housing.

Tliis

beam is generated by a light placed vithin

The beam is detected by a small photocell vhose

signal is the reference signal described.
noted in Figure 5a-c,

This reference signal can be

-10-

Frequency dependence of the
photomultiplier vas not a l^tin,
factor
as mentioned earlier since the
response of ours vas of the
order of lo'^
sec and our signal generation vas
of the order of 6oo cps.
More detail
can be obtained on this matter from
reference
6.

Oscilloscope calibration is mentioned
simply for reminding the
reader of its importance in such
experimentation.

Photomultipliers are kno.m to shov a small
dependence on polariza-

tion of the incident signal vhich strikes
the cathode.

Generally this

difference in signal output vath polarization
is of the order of 2
percent.

-

3

To eliminate this effect ve placed a thin
piece of ground

glass in front of the cathode vindov.

The ground glass acts as a

depolarizer and eliminates the polarization dependency.
Machine polarization hovever cannot be eliminated
in our instrument
in the usual fashion by placing the sample axis and
electric vector of

the polarizers at

^5"^

to the slits.

restrictions in our system.

This inability vas due to optical

Because our experiments vere to be carried

out at a vavelength of 3550 A, the signals, ^ath no sample,
vere balanced

to approximate equal intensity for convenience and in order to
keep each
signal in the same range of the photomultiplier response during
an actual
experiment.
•the

At another -v/avelength this procedure vas repeated as veil as

determination of any other calibration factor
that was' wavelength

dependent.
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TO mintain linearity in the
photoIn^atiplier output co^ercial
photospectrometers generally ^ke use of
variable slit vidths vhich
adjust automatically to maintain this linearity.
In our instrument this vas
not
practical due to the short time of
the experiment.

As a result a calibra-

tion curve vas made at each vavelength
used for our instrument where
ve
have used ahsorbance values measured
on a Gary model
spectrophotometer
at the same vavelength .rith an
identical polarization.
Specifically, films

of DHPVC vere measured on both instrum^ents
and the ahsorbance found for
each for a particular polarizer
polarization by the Gary vas plotted
against that found by our ovn instrument.

This graph is shovn in Figure 6.

This shovs a high linearity of the signal
vith absorbance of our instrument.
As expected no dependence vas noted for
polarization direction since the

polarization consideration had been carried out
before this calibration.
One notes at high absorbance values a small
deviation starts to occur.

We therefore tried to keep the absorbances of
film to be stretched in an

appropriate absorbance range.

Absorbances vere corrected before dichroic

determination vhen the absorbance deviated from that vhich
vould have been
measured on the Gary.

.

Beam convergence which vas first thought to be a significant
error
in dichroic measurements vas found to be essentially
negligible.

This is

shown by use of past vork of Fraser"^ vhere uniaxial
orientation is assumed.
He shovs that no correction is necessary for the perpendicular
polarization

but the parallel orientation is dependent upnn convergence.

Specifically
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hls derived expression for the
transmittance

(Tj^

)

for the parallel

orientation of the polarizer is
given by

cos 0

+ COS20
*

.

cos9
1

2

+ COG0

cOsO
1

2

+ COS©
2

vhere
€||

= extension coefficient of the sample
>dth light polarized

parallel to sample axis,
€5 = extension coefficient of the sample vith light
polarized

perpendicular to sample axis.
T

= thickness of sample

0^ = smaller semi angle of cone of converging -beam

©2 - larger of semi angle.

Fraser simplified this hy making the substitution

m = P

(

coG^G

+
-1-2
cos^O

+ cosO

1

cosG )/
2
'

cos9, + cosO
1

2

(5)

thus allowing one to write

(6)

n

Since the transmiUance, Ti,
loi T>-i-nonfrT
for
4
r-.n o.,
p.rpcncUcular
>
c-lectric
vector orientation
J,
can "be vritlcn ar>
.

(7)

then the dichroi£;ra, D, can bo written
as

D

t=

in
^li

In our case 0^ v^s

(h

^2.0^

^)

-

(Til

T_|)]/

(8)

and

0^^

^,.f.

appropriate substitutions are

n^oxie

in Eq. 5, is m becoBies essentially

1.0 so

tlie

The re.ult of this when the

effect of the converging beam on the final
dichroisra is

ncclicible in oar instrument.
To illustrate the instrument's actual use,
some date is given from
some preliminary investigations on thin films of
dehydrohalogenated

polyvinyl chloride

(l)]r-l'VG).

llie

djchroism and birefringence of this

system has recently been extensively investigated by Shindo
and SLcin/^^^

DH-FVC is prepared by reacting PVC with potassium hydroxide
in solution
at low temi>oraturer., resulting in the introduction of
conjugated double

bonds into the chain backbone.

The average sequence length of these
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double bonds is controlled by
the length of reaction
ti.e.
Since the
conjugated sequences are strongly
absorbing in the U.V. and
visible regions
Of the spectruxn, these systems
are convenient to investigate
by this nev
technique. Figures 5b - c illustrate
the observed signals fro.
the U.V.
photonultiplier detector during stretching
and after stretching of a
10
minute reaction sample of DH-PVC.
One can see there is a
definite
dichroic response by the sample as
a result of deformation.
Figure 7
shows the calculated dichroism from
some similar experiments on
this sa^ne
system. The measurements vere made
at about 8o°C. From Figui-e
7 one
notes tvo curves determined at a
.wavelength of 3550A^
The lover linear
plot displays data of Shindo and Stein
which was measured by stretching
the sajnple at 8o°C over a period of
about 10 minutes.

The upper 3550A°

curves represents data from the high speed
technique in which the dichroism
is considerably greater in magnitude than
Shindo 's values.

Ve believe this

difference is caused by the lack of relaxation
in the rapidly deformed
sample.

We are currently undertaking studies
in which variables of

relaxation time, strain rate, temperature and
reaction time on the time
dependence and magnitude of the dichroism and
orientation in these polymeric
systems are studied.

As yet infrared studies have not been
initiated.
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CAPTIONS

F0RJ2£iiniP^

1.

Line drawing of high speed
dichroism instrument.

2.

Photograph of high speed dichroism
instrument.

3.

Line drawing showing operation
of chopper blade
uxaae xor
for sw^fnh-i
i
switching polarization
directions from parallel to
perpendicular.
•

4.
5.

Photograph of the "chopper" region
of the high speed
instrument.
Oscilloscope traces of photomultiplier
signals for (a) baseline, (b)
stretching of sample (LHPVC) and
(c) after stretch with sample
still
mounted.

6.

Composition of absorbance measured

Gary spectrometer vdth that

measured on high speed instrument,
7.

Plot of dichroism (d) versus extension
ratio

on the high speed instrument (hs) and
compared
ments on similar samples of DHPVC.
minutes, wavelength is 3550A.)

(x) for some data measured
^rith some static

measure-

(Reaction time of samples vas 10
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HIGH SPEED DICHROISM AND
BIREFRINGENCE MFAqiTPFMrM^c
OF PLASTICIZED AND imPLASTICIZED
POLYVI^]YL aiLORIDE
C.

1.

)

EjyjeriiiTentc^

Measurements of high speed dichroist.
and birefringence were

made on dehydrohalogenated polyvinyl
chloride (DR-PVC) and ordinary
PVC
respectively, using the lnstr.™ent
described in the last manuscript.

These

measurements were also made on these
same systems which had been
plasticleed
by the addition of diethyl pthalate
(DEP) to the polymeric solution
prior
to film casting.

In the DH-PVC systems measurements
were made only on

10 minute reaction time samples.

This reaction time gives an average
num-

ber of 6-8 double bonds per conjugated
sequence.

Ihe reasons for using

this particular reaction time were:
a)

the sample has maximum absorbence at a
wavelength of 3550 A which

closely corresponds with the wavelength of
maximum efficiency of the polarizers used in this study for measuring
dlchroism.
b)

due to thermal Instability of the
dehydrohalogenated samples, it

was believed that the degree of dehydrohalogenation
should be as small as

possible yet meet other sufficient requirements such as
given in

(a)

above.

The motives for this study were:
a)

to study the dlchroism of the polyene portions of the DH-PVC
sam-

ples simultaneously with deformation and to compare this data
with measure-

ments made at slower strain rates.
b)

to measure the time dependence of the dichroism during relaxation

of the polyene segments.
c)

to note the effect of plastlclzer additive on dichroism or bire-

fringence measurements made during deformation or during relaxation.
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d)

to note if the dichroism
measurements depended on
temperature

during both deformation and
relaxation.
e)

to measure the birefringence
during both deformation and
rel.
Laxa-

tion on non dehydrohalogenated
PVC and compare this parameter's
behavior
with that of the dichroism under
similar conditions.

For all measurements, a single
final extension ratio of

used.

was
This was nearly the upper limit
of that which could be used
for

the dichroism measurement.

2

This limitation resulted from
the size of the

cone of radiation which passes
through the sample during dichroism
measurements.
Specifically, if the sample were drawn
to a higher extension ratio
of about 3, the radiation cone
would not fall completely on the sample
which

would therefore result in inaccurate
measurements, or
tivity if a portion of the beam were
blocked off.

a

decrease of sensi-

Wider samples could not

be used due to the cavity size of the
temperature chamber.

Because of the

instability of the DH-PVC samples at higher temperatures,
it was not possible to allow the sample to remain in the heater
chamber sufficiently long
to achieve an equilibrium temperature;
consequently the temperature chamber

was preheated to the desired temperature or
slightly above.

was then placed in the chamber and the chamber
closed.

The sample

Because the chamber

is constructed of a good heat conductor, copper,
and insulated on the out-

side, the closed chamber quickly reaches the desired
temperature for running
the experiment so that the time for which the sample has
to be exposed to

high temperatures (yO-SS^C) is minimized.

As a result, however, overshoot

in temperature did occur over the six minute relaxation period used.

overshoot was generally not more than

This

except In the case v;here measure-

men ts were made over 80°C - in these cases the overshoot was as much as 8"C
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by the end of the six minute
relaxation ttoe.

This prcbleo, however,

appeared to have little effect on the
relaxation data as will be
pointed
out in the discussion of results.
2

•

)

Rgs.u lts

and D iscv^^T_nn

Figure V-1 shows the typical results
of the dichroism behavior
during film stretching for unplasticized
DH-PVC samples.
is denoted by the symbol

A

.

The extension ratio

The total time for stretching vas
between

90-100 milliseconds, so that the strain rate
was of the order of 1000% per
second.
One notes that several different
temperatures were used. Figures
V-2 -

show similar plots for 10%, 20%, and 35%
plasticized DH-PVC

samples respectively.
a)

The significant features of these plots are:

There appears to be a general trend toward a
lower dichroism as

the experimental temperature is increased.

However, the trend is not sig-

nificantly good to merit quantitative discussion since
the experimental
error in such dichroic measurements was estimated at
b)

0.05.

There is more of a linear behavior in the dichroism-extension

ratio plot as the percent of plasticizer is increased.
c)

There is a lower final dichroism (end of extension) as the
percent

of plasticizer is increased.

Figures V-5 - V-8 show the results of the relaxation in dichroism

over the six minute period following the stretching of these same systems.
From these plots one can note the following significant differences:
a)

In all cases relaxation of dichroism is noted and is generally

about 40% less than immediately found at the end of stretching.
b)

Just as the general slope of the dichroism-extension ratio plots

decreased as percent increased, the slope of dichroism - log time plots
show a similar behavior.

FlRure V -

1

o
Figure V -

2

Fip,urc V -

o
Figure V -

5

FiRure V -

6

Figure V -

7
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c)

The final dichroism found in the relaxation
experiment is

generally less for films run at higher temperature.

Again, however, no

quantitative discussion of this point will be made
due to the limits in
experimental error as pointed out earlier.
d)

•

The relaxation appears to vary linearly with log
time for this

period of relaxation.
Before proceeding with comparison of dichroism data

v^ith

bire-

fringence behavior, it seems pertinent to give limited
discussion of
the dichroism data alone.

A trend is noted by observing nominal slope

between the origin and the final dichroism values in the case of the
extension ratio plots and the initial and final point in the relaxation
plots.

Figure V-9 gives a plot of each of these nominal slopes as a function
of

plasticizer content.

One clearly notes the effect of the plasticizer on

the dichroism behavior during both stretching and relaxation.

Longer time relaxation behavior was not investigated because
of the thermal instability of the DH-PVC systems.

further dehydrohalogenate

v/ith time

or high intensity U.V. light.

These systems tend to

when exposed to either high temperatures

The result of this is twofold:

a)

the film

darkens, thereby indicating that the average length of the polyene segment
is becoming greater;

b)

the dichroism begins to increase in the stretched

film when observed for many minutes when the film is exposed to temperatures

above 80°C.

It is obvious that this last factor does affect, at least to

a small degree,

the relaxation data given.

This effect is to begin

a

plateau

region in the relaxation curve which is believed to enter before any true

equilibrium value of the dichroism has actually been reached.

The fact

that the dichroism does increase in such instances at constant extension
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ratio is an interesting point but
was not further investigated.

The spe-

culation offered for this phenomenon
is that possibly chains
in strained
positions dehydrohalogenate easier than
an unstrained chain.
There is,
however, no real basis for this argument
as yet.

The change in average length of
polyene segments can be studied
by considering the relationship

where

is the average absorbence and A„

and

Aj.

arc the absorbencles

for radiation polarized parallel and perpendicular
to the axis of stretch

respectively.

If this absorbence is arising from a
particular average

polyene segment length, then if the concentration of
such segments does
not change, A^ should stay constant during the experiment,
assiuning unia-

xial stretching.

It seems, however, that following stretching
(relaxation)

the value of A^ would obviously remain constant unless the
concentration
of the absorbing group changes as would be reflected in a decrease
in

and an increase in

Aj,

Figure V-10 shows a plot of A„

.

and

as a function of time during a typical relaxation experiment.

Is decreasing,

Aj_

A,,

and A^

Since A

o

the concentration of polyene responsible for absorption at

o

3550 A is decreasing.

darker (orange

->

However, the visual observation that the films turn

dark red

->

black) is indicative that the average length

of a polyene segment is increasing.

The cause of this is that the absorption
1

maximum is shifting to longer wavelengths as has been reported by Shlndo.
One of the desires of this study was to compare orientation of
the polyene v/ith that of the PVC chain orientation.

Thus it was necessary

1Q2

to Obtain orientation data
on the PVC chain as well.

Although high speed

infrared dichroism measurements
would have been desired, time
did not
pe^it these measurements in the course
of this study.
As a

result, high
speed birefringence measurements
were made by the transmission
technique
(described in Chap. VI, page
213).
Measurements were made only on non
dehydrohalogenated PVC since the transmission
properties were much better
and stable with higher temperatures.
As a result, however, the
birefringence
values are less since the polyene
portion contributes greatly to the
birefringence because of its large anisotropy,
as was sho.^ by Shindo.
Only
one degree of plasticization
(20%) was investigated because of the
limi-

tation of time.

Following the transmission experiments,
the birefringence

of all films was increased by the
Babinet Compensator technique as a check
on the transmission results.

The same time period for stretching
(100

milliseconds) and relaxation time
gence measurements.

(6

minutes) was used for the birefrin-

Figure V-11 and V-12 give the typical results
of the

birefringence extension ratio and birefringence log
time plots for the
plasticized and unplasticized films.

Some scatter in results is noted as

a consequence of the limited precision of
the transmission technique.

However, the behavior is the same for a particular type
of film.

The two

significant points of interest from these plots are:
a)

the birefringence extension ratio plots are linear and
the values

are essentially equal in magnitude for both types of film.
b)

the slopes for the relaxation plots are different for the
plas-

ticized and unplasticlzed films.
Upon removal of the film from the temperature chamber the bire-

fringence as measured by the Babinet Compensator was in satisfactory agree-

1^5

ment with that found by the transmission
method.

It was noted that thcs

final birefringence values were consistently
lower than those reported

by Shindo.

His measurements x^erc continuously made
as the films we re

slowly stretched (0.5'Vmin).

The difference may in part be due to
rel ax a-

tion that has occurred in our samples relative
to those of Shindo, but
this seems doubtful as will be apparent shortly.

The previous work of Shindo and Stein showed that
if rubber

elasticity theory is applicable, then the following
equation is valid.

D-1

—

l(a-a)^L

P + 2

3

2

1

J

l5

^

^

2
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N
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+

2) 2

- b )^

(b

IT

1

2

—2
TT

L

N
c

(n^

),)
a

1

U.

+ 2)^ A

-b

(b
1

)

2

L

(V-2)

where D is the measured dichroism
A is the measured birefringence
(a^ - a^)j^ is the average difference in the

molar absorption coeffi-

cient parallel and perpendicular of a statistical segment of length

L.

A is the average absorbence of the film
n is the average refractive index of the system
- b

(b
1

is the average difference in polarizability parallel and

)

2

L

perpendicular to a statistical segment of length
N

c

L.

is the number of network chains per unit volume
'

The term (D - 1)/(D + 2) is simply the orientation function,

f,

for the case of the polyene segments since the principle axis of the absorption ellipsoid lies along the chain backbone.
of D and f are discussed in Chap. VI pg. 225).

(Details of the relationship
This former expression^
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Eq.

(V-2) shews that If this theory
is applicable, a plot of

tM

should

be independent of length and Its
.ap.nltude will depend on]y on
the polymer type.

Figure V-11 was obtained by plotting
the ratio of

f

^td A found

from the data obtained during extension,
as well as some data of
Shindo's.
Shlndo's data is also from 10 minute
reaction time samples. His data
was

determined from samples stretched at
0.5"/min.

Figure V-12 plots this

same ratio against log time displaying
the behavior of this ratio during
the relaxation period.

Average values of D and A were used for
these plots.

Data on the 20% plasticized systems is
included in these same plots. It
is clear from these plots that according
to Eq

.

(V-5)

the plasticij^ed

system and Shlndo's samples behave as if they
were an ideal rubber.
The ratio, f/A

,

for the rapidly stretched (RS) unplasticized
system,

however, deviates strongly from being constant during
the stretching,

while it displays a nearly constant value during the
relaxation period.
The absolute magnitudes of the ratios for unplasticized
and 20% DEP addi-

tive is also much different.

The reason for this is that the dichroism

Is higher for the RS unplasticlzed system than for
the plasticized while

the birefringence values are nearly the same for either
system.

The fact

that the ratio of f/A for the RS unplasticlzed system displays nonlinear

behavior during deformation is a consequence of the nonlinear behavior of
the dichroism (Fig. V(Fig. V-Il) is linear.

1)

during deformation while the birefringence

Shindo's values of both birefringence and dichroism

were determined on DH-PVC.

These values both displayed linear behavior

with extension ratio.

is

Tills

mentioned in order to point out that the

difference between Shlndo's values of f/A and those found for the RS
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unplasticized syste. are not a result
of any differences in
birefringence
behavior since all systems give a
linear dependence of A with the
extension
ratio,

l^e result of all this data
implies that the polyene structure
in

the RS unplasticized fil.,s is
orienting faster than the PVC chains
in

general.

The birefringence can be written
as

A= (EV A)+A

iii

where V

=

iiiif)+A

a

f

V

A

(v-3)
f

is the volume fraction of component
i
i

A__

is the birefringence of component i

0

A is the birefringence of completely
oriented component i
f^

is the orientation function of component

i

A^ is the form birefringence which has been
considered negligible

for this case.

Since for the RS unplasticized film we have only
a single term in Eq. (V-3)
since

V_.

is 1.0 we are measuring only birefringence
of the PVC chains.

In

the case of the dichroism measurements, only the
polyene orientation is

determined as was discussed earlier.
It is believed that

to explain the differing time dependence

of orientation of the polyene segments relative to the
PVC segments, one

must consider the relative lengths of these and the length bet\^een effective network points which at short times may be chain entanglements.

Since

we have used equations extending from rubber elasticity theory, ue must
also be aware of the limitation of such application.

In this case we may

well be comparing the orientation of two types of segments, which, because
of their relative stiffness, are different in number between

tv70

effective
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network points.

That Is, for a given extended chain
length, the polyene

chain will have fewer statistical segments
than will a PVC chain.

result of this is to lead to deviations

froB.

The

gaussian hehavior as the

number of statistical segments decreases
between network points.

This

results in a greater force on the "stiffer"
network chains which in turn
results in greater orientation for a given
extension ratio.

This reasoning

Is offered in explaining the difference in
the orientation dependence

during rapid stretching of the polyene (as measured
by high speed dichroism)
to that of the PVC chain (as measured by high
speed birefringence)

.

Speci-

fically, the number of netx.ork points is much higher
at the time of stretching
due to entanglement points.

These cause the number of statistical segments

between network points to decrease which in turn can lead
to non gaussian

behavior if this number is small enough
.

.

This critical number will be

reached sooner by the polyene portions because of its longer
statistical

segments relative to that of the normal PVC chain.

If this is the case

as is speculated then the orientation is expected to be greater
for the

polyene than for the PVC, when rapid stretching occurs.

This can then

result in the ratio of f/A varying if non gaussian behavior results for
the polyene chains.

In the case of a very slow strain rate as Shindo used,

one would expect less deviation from gaussian behavior since there would

be

a

lower number of chain effective network points.

This is clearly so

since at a slow rate of strain raany such effective network points caused by
chain entanglements will relax out in times short relative to the extension
rate.

Tlie

result of this will be a lox^er number of effective network at

any extension ratio than would be present at higher rates.

In the plas-

ticized system, however, the ratio of f/A was found to be constant
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during both stretching and relaxation.

This indicates the effective num-

ber of crosslinks to be less such that
deviation from gaussian behavior
does not occur there resulting in agreement
between experimental data
and theoretical prediction.

Specifically, the theory of rubber elas-

ticity predicts

(n^

27tN

^

+

2)2

^—Z

=

(a,-a„)(A2^

45 n

^

h
^

then if the term (£V,-0{^ is assumed identical for both plasticized
and

unplasticized systems then a contradiction is implied to the above by the
fact that the birefringence of both plasticized and unplasticized systems

was nearly the same.

Hence, the number of network chains, N

,

must also

c

be th^ same.

The difficulty in interpreting this implication is that no

consideration of the plasticizer effect is taken into account.
result it can not be certain if N

is identical in both systems.

As a

From

c

a realistic point of view, certainly N

would be expected to be less in
c

the plasticized systems thereby supporting the earlier arguments regarding
the behavior of the value of f/A

.

During stretching, however, many of these "network points" caused
by entanglements are lost which results in a greater number of statistical

segments between the remaining network points.

back to more gaussian behavior.

This, of course, leads

If this is the case as speculated, then

one can account for the essentially constant value of f/A for, the relaxation process period in the unplasticized systems.
D.

SUGGESTED STUDIES

The following is composed of suggested future studies related
to the work In this chapter.
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It was observed that the dichroism first decreased
then increased

a)

when measured during relaxation of DH-PVC films already stretched
at temperatures above 80°C.

It was suggested earlier that this seems to imply

that further dehydrohalogenation occurs preferentially in regions where
the chains are under strain.

This would be further investigated by making

similar studies on stretched films at different strains and varying the

wavelength to note if polyene sequence length is an important factor as
well.

The purpose of such a study does not seem very essential other

than to clarify this phenomenon and its cause.
b)

It was shov7n that further dehydrohalogenation appears to occur

In all cases where the film is exposed to high temperatures or U.V. ra-

diation.

From the interest of a kineticist, the kinetic behavior of

such a reaction in the solid state could therefore be studied by such

absorption experiments where temperatures and amount of radiation could
be controlled.
c)

Due to the speculation that non gaussian behavior could be

responsible for the varying value of f/A it would seem desirable to further investigate the validity of such a speculation.

This might be done

by studying the dichroism of longer polyene portions (longer wavelengths)
and on longer reaction time samples.

One would expect higher deviation

from gaussian behavior in such systems since the number of statistical

segments between network points will be less than with shorter polyene
sequences.

Thus a higher variation of f/A would be expected as well as

the fact that maybe the value of f/A might begin to deviate from a constant during relaxation.
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Since the length to width ratio
was of the order of 1.5 on
the
samples used for dichroic .easure.ents.
there was speculation that
so^e
d)

,

biaxial orientation could occur thereby
giving rise to inaccuracies
in
the data.
This was briefly investigated by
.aking a grid on the sa.pl e
and after stretching noting if the
elements of the grid had deformed
a manner expected for affine
deformation.

In most cases measurements

were in fairly close agreement with the
affine predictions.
check this point,

tx.o

m

experiments are suggested.

To further

One is to use narrower

samples and block off the portion of the
beam which does not stretch the
sample.

One will undoubtedly lose sensitivity
in such measurements, but

the experiment may answer the question
at hand.

A second experiment

could be to measure the birefringence on titled
samples.

One can then

determine all birefringence values of the system
and one can then learn
if biaxial orientation is occurring.
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CHAPTER

VI

BASIC THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
USED

A.

INTRODUCTION

The following section is composed of four
main parts.

The basic

theory necessary to understand the particular
techniques described in each

part is first presented.

This is followed by a description of the
experi-

mental apparatus and procedure used by the author for making
the measurements discussed in this thesis.
in the part on dichroism.

The only exception to this format is found

Here only the theory section is given since

the experimental technique for measuring high speed dichroism
is given
in the manuscript presented in Chapter V.

B.

1.)

BIREFRINGENCE

Theory
The measurement of birefringence. A, in a horaopolymeric amorphous

system is related to average orientation of all polymer chains.

In a

copolymer system, this need not necessarily be so, for the two or more
components could be orienting in a distinctly different manner.

This may

also apply to a system containing both crystalline and amorphous regions.
To consider the origin of birefringence, let us consider Fig. VI-

where a thin polymer film is being elongated along the

Z axis.

A beam of

light propagating along the X axis strikes the surface of this sample.

This

light is polarized at A5 degrees to the Z axis, and has a component of the

radiation that is polarized parallel to the

parallel to the Y axis.

Z axis and

another polarized

Let us denote the electric field strength of the

?n6

Figure VI -

1
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Initial wave as

O ^

(VI-1)

where E Is the field strength at time
frequency

(27rv)

(t)

e^ual to zero,

u)

is the angular

and * Is the phase angle with respect
to a given origin.

Then the two components of this wave which
lie parallel to the

7.

and Y

axis can he denoted respectively as

= E^

\

=

F,^

Cos

(/,5<>)

'

e^

Cos (A5°) e^

(vi_2)

(

>

(vi_3)

Now ]et us assume that elongation of the sample has caused
an alignment
of the chains along the Z axis.

Such an alignment will have induced

anisotropy into the system with regard to Its polarizabillty along the
three respective axes.

Assuming

a

uniaxial orientation then the electron

density along X and Y should be identical yet different from that along
the Z axis.

nally

a

Let us assume an example system of polyethylene.

molecule of our sample would appear as shown in

tlie

Then inter-

Illustration

on the next page.

The obvious difference in polarizabillty along the two axes of
7.

and Y would cause a difference in the velocity of electromagnetic waves

polarized parallel to

7.

and Y.

It is this anisotropy in polarizabillty

that is the origin of birefringence for birefringence is defined as the

difference in refractive index along two perpendicular axes.

It Is clear
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then that three values of the birefringence exist in a medium for a three

dimensional system.

Obviously two such birefringence values allow the

third to be calculated without experiment.

polarized components E

and E

z

system.

Now let us return to the two

which were about to pass into our model

,

y

Since each encounters a path of different polarizability

there will be a phase shift,

6,

phase difference can be expressed as follows.
Z

then

of one component relative to the other

that will remain constant upon exit from the sample - Fig. VI- 1

tion for exit of the

,

.

This

If the field strength equa-

component is denoted as

,

= ,
h

1

e

(wt

-({)")

(VI-A)

then the equation fo r
the Y component can
be writ ten as

i

E

=

•

-

(tot

(J)')

e

(VI-5)

y

upon

.he analyzer, t.e

UeU

difference between equations
4 and

f

™itlpHed
E-,

= E

E

5

stren,.. emitted

'

'

E

z

cos

-

(45°) =

viU

.e

by tbe cos(«", I.e.,

i(jot

e^-e^

e

y

(VI-6)

Then, according to Maxwell's
equations, to get the

t ransraitted
intensit
I^, one must multiply
the conjugate of the
above along with a propor-

tionality constant

Doing so we have

C.

I

= C E
t

E *
f

(VI-7)

f

or

=

I

t

_
^

Iwt

Ej

°

-iwt

e

e

-i(f)"

id)"

I

<*

e

-e

>Y e

i*')

-e

(VI-8)

=

-

-l((f>"-(J)')

E'

2

- e

i(d)"-(J)')

-e

since

Ix

I

cos (x) =

c

-ix^

+

e

/2

(VI-9)
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then
=

I
t

The quantity

-

<},')

2

-

e2

4

0

2

- 2 cos

- 0')

(({)"

(VI-10)

however can also b e written
as

TT

R =

((|)"

3

(VI-11)

where R is the retardation
defined as the number of
wavelengths
the two polarized component s are
out of phase.

(}^)

that

The quantity R can also

be written

R = d A

where

d is

/

X

(VI-12)

the path length in the birefringent
material.

Is the difference in refractive
index (n

have been considering, i.e.,

Z and Y.

- n

Birefringence

along the two axes we

)

The wavelength is X

(VI-11) and (VI-12) above, we can
substitute for

(cf)"

-

(})')

.

With Fes

in Eq

.

(VI-10)

and obtain

/27rd A\

I

=

1

- cos

(VI-13)
\

^0

/.

Using a second known relationship

Cos (2x) = cos^x - sin^x

then manipulation of this with Eq.

=1-2

sin^:

(VI-IA)

(VI-13) gives for the final transmitted
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intensity

= Sin2

I

TrAd

/

X

(VI-15)

Thus a plot of the intensi ty
against birefringence would
be as sho.^ bel ow

It Is clear then that one
can follow the change In
birefringence by having
a

photcmultlplier after the analyzer which
will detect, Instantaneously,

the change In Intensity.

One ,,ust, however, know the
birefringence at the

beginning or end as well as the thickness
of the sample at the birefringence
is to be determined.

The above technique concerning the
intensity method is used when

instantaneous measurements are desired, e.g.,
when birefringence is desired
as a function of elongation on a rapidly
stretched polymer.

very simple technique

A second and

employs a compensator when time is not a critical

restriction on measurement time.

Various compensator devices are available

but the principle of all are relatively the

Sc-rnie

and will be reviex^ed now

using the Cabinet compensator as an example.

A Babinet compensator is an optical device which contains

a

wedge of birefringent material such as quartz in the case of the
Babinet
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compensator.

This device is placed before
the analyzer such that the

beam coming from the sample passes
through the window of the
compensator
and through the wedge of birefringent
material.
Since the wedge is biref ringent

it will cause a phase shift in

and E

This will then add to the phase shift
caused by

sample which is denoted in Fig. VI-1

by

which we will call

Le

3(6=6" -

'

B

.

birefringence of the
since the bire-

<i').

fringence increases with thickness, it
can be controlled by calibration
of
the wedge movement and its specific
birefringence.

the final phase difference can be
controlled.

With such a calibration,

For example, the final

intensity could be made to go to zero by
making p/ and

g

add to 90 degrees.

However, the compensator is designed so that
light passes through an aperture such that it goes through the wedge in
more than one thickness region.
This results in the summation of the phase
angles
the thickness varies along the wedge.

6

and

to increase as

An observer sees light and dark

fringes as a result, if a monochromatic source is
used.

appears when the angular difference in

6'

B

- 6'

The dark fringe

is divisable by 90.

In order

to find the proper retardation of the sample by
this technique, one generally

uses a source which is not completely monochromatic such
as a mercury arc.
It should be noted that the birefringence depends
inversely on the wavelength

The result of non-monochromaticity results in the fringes seen
in the

compensator varying in color except for only one black fringe the movement
of which is correlated with a baseline which will allow the birefringence
of the sample to be calculated.
^

•

)

Static Measu reinents
The Babinet compensator technique was used for measurement of
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birefringence on thin fil.s elongated
by use of a hand stretcher.
detail is given since this
procedure
is so co..on.

Little

Sl.pl, the stretching

apparatus is counted such that
the axis of a bea. of
light fro. a .ercury
arc is normal to the plane of
the fil. (as was shown
in Fig. vi- j.
The
fil. is stretched a few
percent, the Babinet reading
is .ade and the thickness measured when necessary.
This sequence is repeated
again for higher
elongations. With the values of
thicUness, Babinet reading and
elongation
percentages, along with a few
constants, a computer progr^
calculated the
birefringence and plotted it against
the extension ratio.
No detail will
be given to the program because
of its simplicity.
3•

)

High Speed He.Pi^^itrpmpnj^
In this measurement, the
transmission method for determining

birefringence was used.

Since the principles of this
method were described

in the theory portion, only
description will be given of the
experimental

apparatus.

elsewhere

The detailed operation of the
apparatus has been described
and will not be given in detail here.

The basic idea is that

a polymer film is clamped between
the ends of two hydraulic pistons
as

the photograph of Fig. VI-2 shows.

A helium neon continuous gas laser

is mounted below the film and a
photomultiplier housing with its electric

vector axis at 90 degrees to that of the
laser yet at 45 degrees to the
stretch axis

Z.

The photomultiplier is connected to an
oscilloscope when

the firing switch is closed to activate the
hydraulic pistons.

A force transducer is mounted on the shift of the
pistons so
one can, by use of a dual trace oscilloscope,
observe the force pulse indi-

cating the starting and end point of the experiment as vrell
as the force

•

Figure VI -

2
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on the sample if the cross-sectional
area of the sample Is sufficient.

Figure VI-3 gives an example of such
a dual trace where the upper
trace
is the photomultiplier signal.

It is clear from this that the
orders

of retardation, and thus birefringence,
can be easily measured.

The

start of the experiment is knox,m by the high
inertia spike from the lower
trace from the transducer output.

The end of the extension is known
from

the last compression stroke from the transducer seen as a do.^ward "blip"
in the lower trace.

These traces are photographed and by extracting
the retardation

values from the picture as well as the tine and, knowing
what the maximum

extension is, the birefringence calculation is made via

a

whereby a plot of birefringence with elongation is made.

computer program
It is recalled

from the theory section that the thickness must also be known
in order
to obtain the birefringence.

For simplicity the constant volume during

deformation assumption was tested as means for determining the thickness.
In order to test this assumption, one must show the;-.rate of
separation
of the clamps on the pistons.

At the same time the width must decrease

by 1//A at the extension ratio of

A

.

By using a high speed movie camera

(Fastax model) to photograph the elongation of a marked sample one

could then determine if homogeneous deformation occurred.

The ratio

of these rates should be a constant if the homogeneous deformation occurs.

Figure VI-A shows the results of this ratio as

a

function of elongation.

It is clear that homogeneous deformation occurred for this material.

change in width with elongation
thickness did agree with theory.

x^ras

not determined.

The

However, the final

The final thickness of all films stretched

Figure VI -

3

RATIO

OF BENCH
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)

8
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Figure VI -
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was determined and good
agreement was noted for all
toluene cast fil.s and
.est MEK cast fil.s. In so.e cases,
the MEK cast copol^er
fil.s,
the

rate of separation was constant
but the final thickness was
not always
as theory predicts although it
was usually quite close to the
expected
value.
In these cases, the final
thickness, was used as well as
the initial
to calculate the thickness at any
intermediate extension. All such
cor-

rections were built into the computer
program.

DICKROISM (THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS)

C.

Absorption of infrared energy will occur
by

a

molecule or a por-

tion of a large molecule as the -C=0
group if the radiating frequency
strikin
the molecule or group corresponds to
photons of the exact energy (hv)

necessary to allow

a

change in the energy state.

The particular frequencies

which cause such a change can generally be
calculated by quantum mechanical

considerations with the use of group theory.

When absorption occurs, a

change in the dipole moment occurs which is
known as the transition moment.
The absorption is as the component of the
electric vector of the field, E,

along the transition moment, y.

In particular, the absorbence, A, is pro-

portional to the square of the dot product of E with
p. i.e.

A = C (E

where C is

a

constant.

'

v)^

(VI-16)

It is clear then that if the particular absorbing

frequency is polarized, then the degree of absorption will depend upon the
average orientation of all the vectors of y with respect to the incident

electric vector.

For sake of clarity consider a simple exam.ple by use of

the polymer of polyacrylonitrite showi on the next page.
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.

I

c
III

It Is known that the

-CBN stretching mode will

occur at

2Z^S cm'^ and

possesses a transition moment which lies perpendicular
to the principle
chain axis.

Thus, if polarized radiation of 22^,5- cm"^
wavenumbers is

incident upon the above chain and if the electric
vector is perpendicular
to the

-CEN

bond, then by (VI-16) there is no absorption,
i.e.,

A

-

C (E

•

y)2

= c

|e||p cos (90°)

^

= q

(VI-17)
It is obvious that maximum absorption will occur if the
electric

vector lies along the

-CEN

bond.

Because of this requirement for absorption

i.e., by (VI-16), one can understand that measurement of the
orientation of

the -C = N group can be made.

Because the group is rigidly attached to the

backbone, then measurement of the average backbone orientation relative to one
of the chosen axes.

All of the preceeding discussion applies to a system

having a large number of particles with particular group vibrational modes.
The main difficulty is the uncertainty in assigning the orientation of
y in
each mode.

This difficulty increases as the special symmetry of the atoms
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within a molecule decreases.
Let us carry our earlier discussion
further in detail in order
to obtain information regarding the
orientation.

This treatment is quite

similar to that of Stein. Let us also
2
restrict the discussion to unusually

oriented solid polymer systems, although
what follows can be extended to

biaxial systems.
Consider the determination of the orientation of
the polymer
chain axis with respect to the stretch axis, Z,
as shoxm below.

CHAIN AXIS

STRETCH AXIS

Here the chain makes an angle 9 with

Z

while an absorbing group attached

to the chain has its transition moment, /I

chain axis.

,

lying at the angle

^

to the

By using polarized radiation of the absorbing frequency of
the

group attached to the chain backbone, the chain orientation can be deter-

mined.
a^,

The absorption will be proportional to the absorption coefficient,

for the particular vibrational mode and will depend on the angle the

electric vector makes with the transition moment axis.

If we let the ab-

sorption of parallel and perpendicularly polarized infrared to the chain

backbone be denoted respectively as

and

t)ien
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^

(VI- 19)

2

This, of course, assumes that
the absorbing group is randomly
oriented

about the chain axis (uniaxial)

Taking the difference of (VI-18)
and

.

(VI-19), we obtain

K

- K
1

=

a

=

a

cos^B - sin^B

2

r

(vi-2n)

1

(3

cos^B -

1)

(VI-21)

Let us define an orientation function of the
transition moment direction

with respect to the chain axis

3

where

<cos23>

- 1

(VI-22)

<cos23> denotes the average value of cos^B.

quite accurately

v/hat

6

In practice one knows

is for certain normal modes but only estimates

are available in other cases.

It is clear that f

o

is really an orientation

factor of the absorbing group relative to the axis of the chain backbone.

We have now

<(K

^1

-

K )\

1^

=

a f
1

o

(VI--23)
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combining (VI-

1'^)

and (VI-20) one can also write

hence

<K>

+ 2K^^

=

=</l^=

<a>

(vi-25)

3

From the above, then, the absorbence, B

polarized parallel to the stretch axis,

^

of the group for infrared

,

Z,

is

cos^e

^^2 ~

(VI-26)

+

where 0 is the angle that the chain axis makes with the

Z

axis.

for the absorbence for perpendicularly polarized infrared, B

B

=

(K

2

12
- K

)

sin^O

sin^c})

+

K

,

Similarly

we have

(VI-27)
2

1

=

2

- K

(K
1

sin^G

)

+

K

2

(VI-28)
2

where the first expression considers a nonrandom orientation of chain axis
about Z (biaxial orientation) and the latter is for uniaxial orientation
and thus the dependence on 6 can be averaged to give the factor of 1/2.

Taking the difference of (VI-28) and (VI-26) we have

B

12
- B

=

(K

12
- K

)

2

(cos'e - 1)

(VI-29)

and

<^i

~

-

=

^)( -

(3

cos^e- 1))>

(VI-30)

1

By using (VI-23) and defining

1

f

~

=

a

(3

<cos^6> -

1)

(VI-31)

2

we can write

</B^ -

where

f

a

^>

=

(VT-32)

is the orientation function of the chain axis with
respect to

the Z axis.

Ue can also write

+ 2B^

=3

+ 2K^

=

<a>

(VI-33)

Now

<B>

+ B^

=

/

3

(VI-34)

and if there are n absorbing groups, then by (VI-33) and (VI-3^)

<B>

=

n

<a>

(VI-35)
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Hence, considering all n groups we
can write

<!l.'

'^>„

^

"

<B>
By Eq.

n

^a

<a>

<S>

fo f a

(VI-36)
<^a>

(VI-25) we obtain

<^>

(VI-37)

The dichroism D is defined as the ratio of the absorbances of
parallel
to perpendicular polarized radiation, i.e.,

D

/B^

=

(VI-38)

Thus we can write

B
- B

B

2

^ 1

2

B

L

J

(VI-39)

D + 2

2B

B

3

therefore using Eqs.

D - 1

B

L
B

B

B
2

2

J

(VI-37) and (VI-39)

D - 1
=

D + 2

f

.

°

f

(VI-40)

^
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The reasonable ass^ption
is then .ade that
^

extension ratio of the polymer.

If so,

Is independent of the

then

(Vl-iil)

is a constant for the
absorbing groups - chain axis
combination,

special case where perfect allgnnent
of chains to
In this case the ter™
limiting dlchrols.,

D

Then manipulation of Eqs.

o

7.

occurs, then f

is used and

m

the
= i.

(VI-«) becomes

- 1
=

f

(VI-A2)

(VI-41) and (VI-42) gives the
result for the

chain orientation function

/

f

D
o

=

+

2

\

^

D - 1

1

a

(VI-43)

D
»

An alternate form of Eq.

- li
o

/

11

D +

2/

CVI-A3) can be obtained by evaluating the
term

by the treatment of Fraser.^

To do this, consider the figure below.

FIBER AXIS
CHAIN AXIS

8
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which shows that the chain axis is
aligned at an angle

B

to the fiber

axis.

Consider the vector P to be the
transition moment which lies at
an angle a to the chain axis.
The respective parallel and
perpendicular
electric vectors of the radiation incident
upon the chain are E„ and

Assuming that only uniaxial orientation
is present, that is, averaging
of ^ can be used, then by the
geometry of the system one can write that
,

the absorption ratio of parallel to
perpendicular light is

•27r

-

=

=

cos

-^o

2tt

= 2 cot^ a

ad(f)

(VI-A4)
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2

Jo

sin a

sin^'t' d

<i>

Hence Eq. (VI-A3) becomes

p

=

f

-

1\
(VI-A5)

a
,\

cot^a

2

- 1 )

i

D +

2

/

Thus if a is known, then a measurement of D will allow
calculation of
f^ which takes on values from -1/2 for perfect orientation
perpendicular

to Z and 1 for the perfect orientation parallel to Z.

In general one uses an absorbing group such that a is either

parallel (a =

0)

or perpendicular (a = 90°) to the chain axis.

pective expressions for

f

a

The res-

then become

D - 1
=

f

a

-2

\

(VI-A6)
D +

2

,
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D - 1
f

D.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT .SCATTERING

The techniques for obtaining
light scattering patterns
on a photographic plate are now widely used/
Hence, only a brief review of
the
procedure used by the author is now
given.
The source of the light was
a Spectra Physics Model
130 heliu.-neon continuous gas
laser of wavelength
6328 A. Monocroniaticity was insured by
filtering out the usual flourescence.
-

Further colligation of the beam was
obtained by the use of pinholes of
various diameters depending on the
sample investigated. T^e sample would
then be mounted to following the
pinhole with the stretch axis (Z
axis)

oriented at the desired angle relative
to the electric vector of the laser.
(See page 138

).

Above the sample was placed a piece of
ordinary sheet

polaroid which acted as the analyzer.

The standard notation will be used

for signifying the orientation of the Z
axis relative to both the polarizer
(laser) and analyzer.

That is, v

signifies that the Z axis was oriented

parallel to the electric vector of the laser and
the H infers that the
Z axis \^as
(H for

perpendicular to the electric vector passed by the analyzer

horizontal).

A

Vli

'

picture would be the reverse of the above.

Some review of what causes scattering to arise will now be

briefly presented.

Because no crystallinity exists within the copolymers

studied, no considerations of scattering arising from such systems
will
be given.
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IVhen a

beam of Tnonochromatic light
passes into a medium of

refractive Index N, the direction of
the beam will be altered
(refracted)
only if the angle between the ray
and the normal to the surface
is other
than zero.

The intensity, however, will
decrease exponentially according

to the well known Lambert's law
as given

I

where

I

=

exp

(

- T x)

(VI-48)

is the intensity at a distance x
from the entered surface and

is the ray's initial intensity value.

tionality constant.

It

The turbidity, t

,

I

o

is the propor-

is necessary to state that this
relationship holds

only in a nonabsorbing medium.

The scattering observed arises when the

light ray encounters a fluctuation in the
average electron density (refractive index) and which occurs over a distance
somewhat comparable to the

wavelength of the internal ray.
occurs in the medium.

On such an encounter, an induced dipole

It emits radiation of the same frequency as the
in-

cident field (Rayleigh scattering).

At the same time, the secondary

radiation will be polarized in the same plane as the initial ray
provided
that the composition around the induced dipole is isotropic v/ith
regard
to orientation.

If, however, anisotropy exists,

then the secondary radia-

tion will have its electric vector oriented in a direction other than the

initial ray

x,7hich

thus gives rise to depolarization.

It is this latter

phenomenon which allows one to determine whether or not the scattering,
or at least a portion of it, is due to anisotropy.

That is, if scattering

is observed in an Hv experiment, one may conclude that anisotropy is

present.

The underlying assumption within the latter statement is that

22n

only Rayleigh scattering Is
occurring.

For systems where Mie
scattering

arises present theory predicts
no Hv component at least
within the scat^
taring plane. As described in
Chapter II. page 30, no noticeable
IIv

component was observed for any
azimuthal angle in the experiment
described.
It has not been positively sho.^,
however, to the author's knowledge
that
no Hv component exists as could be
proven by photometric measurements.
The cause for the depolarization
arises from the fact that the
axis of this induced dipole does
not lie parallel with the incoming
electric

vector.

This is the case when in a given volume
element, there is an axis

along which is the principle polarizability
of that element.
of this can be quickly understood by
observing Fig. VI-5.

An example

When such a pre-

ferential axis exists, then an induced dipole
within such an anisotropic

element will result in a polarized component
being emitted with its axis

parallel to the polarizability axis.

Tliis

component will now lie at a non

zero angle with respect to the axis of the
analyzer and hence there will
be a vectorial component which will be passed
by the analyzer.

Thus, an

Hv or Vh component exists.
Copolymer samples of various styrene butadiene styrene
triblock
copolymer systems were solution cast from toluene into thin
films of a few
mils thickness.

Tliese

were then cut into narrow strips and mounted on a

manual stretching device which in turn could be put into the optical path
of the laser at whatever angle desired with respect to the laser's
electric

vector.

Polaroid pictures of the scattering behavior were then taken when

the shutter was opened.

In the case of weak scattering, longer exposure

times were necessary in order to photograph the scattering.

By changing

the sample to film distance, the angular dependence of the scatt-ering could
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be qualitatively investigated.

As usual, a silicon oil of
similar refrac-

tive index as the sample refractive
index was used at the surfaces
to essentially eliminate surface scattering
caused by surface irregularities.
E.

1

.

)

DYN^MIC VISCOELASTICITY

Theory
The measurement of a system's dynamic
mechanical properties

can be quite useful in understanding
the behavior of that system with
res-

pect to other properties which it may
possess, e.g., optical dielectric
or other bulk properties.

There are a great many methods which allow
one

to obtain the mechanical spectrum
of a system.

The two most common for

solid materials are by making use of the
variable of either frequency (time)
or by changing temperature at a given
frequency of applied force.

If the

two variables are both used, additional
information can be obtained, such
as the activation energy from the temperature frequency superposition.

The method used by this author was that of either
maintaining a constant

frequency of applied sinusoidal force (110 cps) and
changing the temperature
of the system, or changing the frequency while
the temperature was rising

slowly.

Some theoretical considerations of the method \^ill be briefly
dis-

cussed.

A large number of references is available for further study
if

desired.

^'^''^

First of all, it is necessary that the applied strain be small

enough so that the system behaves linearly, that is, that the theory of

linear viscoelasticity applies.

Consider a system which is suspended between

these two points varies in a sinusoidal manner, as can bo expressed by
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E

«=

E

o

where E is the strain at time
tion.

P
^

(VI-49)

t

and

o)

As the periodic strain changes in
amplitude, so will the stress on

the system.

The stress is generally given by

i(wt
=

where

is the angular frequency ofoscilla-

o)

and

t

-

(VI-50)

are as defined before and

stress lags the strain.

(f))

^

This angle

(|)

4)

is the phase angle by which the

differs from zero because the mole-

cular response to an applied strain is not an instantaneous
process.

During

the time the strain is applied, one realizes energy is
being put into the

system.

This, for example, is somewhat analogous to stretching a Hookian

spring where the force is directly proportional to the strain applied,
i.e..

f =

where

f is

Ke

(VI-50a)

the force and K is a proportionality constant and e is the dis-

placement from the unstretched length.

In a Hookian spring, all energy put

into the system is stored as potential and is released only when displace-

ment becomes zero.
the case.

In a polymer system, however, this is generally not

As energy is put into the system, a number of internal phenomena

can occur so as to dissipate a portion of the injected energy.

Such changes

are, for example, frictional motions of the chain as orientation occurs
in response to the induced strain.

Relaxation of orientations or crystal-

lization also results in a loss of energy through kinetic movements and

,
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heat dissipation as a result of
friction between chains.

Internal cooperative motions involving many
monomer units of a chain occur
only when the

system is near or above its ,lass
transition temperature.

It can thus be

realized that as one approaches
this temperature, the ratio
of the energy
dissipated in the system to that stored
will increase.
Tl.is ratio is com-

monly known as the loss tangent or
tan

6

.

Theoretically, one can think

that the dynamic tensile modulus
denoted by E* is made up of two
components,
one which arises from the stress
in phase with the strain and the
second
as being the 90 degrees out of
phase component of the stress with the
strain,

These

t.;o

components are denoted as E' and E" respectively
and are called

the real and imaginary parts of the
dynamic modulus!

From vectorial consi-

derations, this can be drav/n as is shown below.

In a forced oscillation experiment as performed vith the Vibron,

it is the dynamic tensile modulus, F^, that is measured.

method it is the dynamic shear modulus, G*.

In the torsional

K* is the dynamic bulk modu-

lus and is obtained by compressibility experiments.
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Clearly from the above figure,

Tan

5

=

(Vi_52)

E

If one can measure any two of the
three quantities of E'

E" or tan

the third can clearly be obtained as
well.

6

,

or

With a knowledge

of these parameters either as functions
of frequency or of temperature,

-

i.e., the system's mechanical spectrum, one
can more fully understand and

predict its mechanical behavior at another frequency
or temperature.
2

.

)

Model

CalcjLjj^a_tions

and the Theory of Model CalcnInMnnQ

Theoretical calculations of a

t\^7o-phase

polymer system's

dynamic mechanical properties can be performed if a model of how
the two
phases are joined (physically) is analyzed.

One also needs to know the

volume fractions of the two respective phases as well as the dynamic
properties of each homogeneous phase over the same range of which one intends
to calculate the same properties for the mixed system.

Such calculations

have shov7n to be in good agreement with experimental behavior in such systems where a glassy polymer has been laminated with a rubbery system.^

Other applications have considered a semi-crystalline polymer to be of two
phases: amorphous and crystalline, if data is available on the two respective components in the pure state, then one may proceed with the theoretical

calculations
The four models generally used are

sho\vTi

in Fig. VI-6 a-d.

One can visualize hew these models would reflect the morphology of the

system in question.

For example, 6a would be expected to be the analog
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Figure VI -

6
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if the two pure components were in a state
such that each of the

t)
tv;o

pure phases had been laminated together and
then the dynamic strain is

applied as shown in 6a.

System 6b would be an analog to the last sys-

tem, only now the dynamic strain is applied
perpendicular to the plane

of lamination.

Systems 6c and 6d would reflect the degree of the
combi-

nation of 6a and 6b.
It is necessary to develop the equations for
the mechanical

properties expected from each of these systems. As sho^^ in Fig.
VI-6 a-d
there are certain parameters which define each model.

The parameters

of X and 6 are the volume fraction of one chosen phase in
the parallel
or series model respectively.

The volume fraction of the other phase is

then (1-X) or (1-6) depending on the choice of model.

In the case where

the series and parallel models are combined, the volume fraction of
the
one phase is the product
is (1-X) (1-6).

Xd)

while the volume fraction of the other phase

These fractions must be used in calculating the theoretical

mechanical behavior of such models.
Fig.

6

The reader should carefully study

a-d for understanding the parameters discussed, for these are used

extensively in the equations now developed for predicting the model's

mechanical behavior.
Case

1 -

Parallel model (Fig. 6a)

For a parallel combination we can v/rite

+

E* = (1 - X)
8

X E*
r

(VI-53)
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where we kn ow

E* = E' + IE"
g

g

/„-r c/v
(VI-5A)

g

E* = E' + iE"
r

r

(VI-55)

r

Hence, putting (VI-5A) and (VI-55) into (VI-53)

E* = (1 - A)(E' +

E") +

i

8

,

we obtain

X(E' +

i

r

g

E")
r

(VI-56)

or rearranging

E* =

(1 - X)

E'

+

+

X E'

r

8

i

(1 - X)

E" + X E";
g

(VI-57)

r

or

E* = E' +

where here the values of

E'

i

E"

and E" are the real and loss moduli of

the model as is obvious from cither (VISA) or (VI-55).
if one wants E' and E" and Tan
Eqs.

(VI-58)

6

It then follows

of the model system, then one uses

(VI-59) - (VI-61) below which follow from above or from standard

notation.
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E' =

(1 - X)

E'

+ AE'

8

r

(VI-59)

E" = (1 - X) E" + X E"

Tan

6

s:

E"
—

(1 - X)

g
(1 - X)

E'

+

E"

=

X E"
r

+ X

E'

2

-

Series model

(Fig.

(VI-61)

E'

r

g

Case

(VI-60)

r

g

6b)

The general equation for the model can be written (since
compliances
add in series)

1 -

1

E*

(t>

—
<t)

=

+
E*

E*

g

r

(VI-62)

Proceeding as in case one, i.e., making use of Eqs. (VI-5A) and (VI-55)
(VI-62) becomes

(VI-63)

E*

E'
g

+tE"
g

E'
r

+

i

E"
r

2

By taking obvious conjugates we can rewrite
(VI-63)

1

-

-

—(1

=

- i E")

(}))(E'

({)(E'

g_

S

.

+

- i E")

r

r_

r

r

(VI-6A)

E*
g

g

Systematizing into real and imaginary parts gives

(1 -

1

(}))

E'

(f,

(1 -

E'

E"

(t,)

^ E"

E*
E'2 + E"2

gg

E'2+ E"2

E'^+ E"^

r

r

E'2+ E"^
r

r

(VI-65)

since clearly

E'

E*

+

E'

i

(VI-65)

(1 -

E'

E'

<^))

^

.

E'

2

2

2

+ E"

E'
g

^

(f)

+

E'^+ E"^

(VI-66) we see

to Eq.

=

(VI-66)

E"

E*^+ E"^

then comparing Eq.

E"

i

E'

2

+ a

= a
1

2

2

+ E"

E'

+ E"

g

r

r

(VI-6 7>
2
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and similarly

E"

(1 -

E"

(b)

^

E«2+ E"^

E'%

8

g

E"^
r

r

It immediately follows

Tan

6

E"
—

=

a + a
^_
_J

=

E'

(VI-69)

^2

By (VI-69) then

2

E"^= E'2 (Tan 6)^

=

e'^ _J

ll

(VI-70)

+ a

a

2

1

By (VI-67) and solving for E"^ by use of (VI-69) one has

E'

=

+ a

a
1

2
2

E'

.

+

2

+ a

ct

-2

E'

!i-

+ a

a

2

1

E'

(VI-71)
1

+

a + a
-J
a + a
1

2
^.

2

2A1

or solving for 1/E'

2

1

-

a

+ a

a

+ a

=

+a

(cc

E'

(vi-72)

)

^

^

2

1

Using (VI-69) and (VI-72) we can obtain E', E",
Tan 6; E" can be expressed
in simple form by

+ a

(a

p"
E _
-

3

(a +a

12

Case

3 -

Series Parallel
If we let

for the parallel

-

(Fig.

)
»»

^

y+

(VI-73)

M

(a

)^
i»

3

6c)

and E^ be the dynamic storage and loss modulus

section (v7hich can be calculated by (VI-59) and (VI-60),

then using these parameters one can begin by treating this model as a

series system again only using the parameters E!, and E".

^

m

That is,

we can write

1

1 -

E*

E*

^ +
m

8

1 -

(f,
(f,

+
E*+ i E"
g

g

^

(VI-7A)
E'

m

+

i

E"

m

2/i2

and proceeding in the
usual manner as in case

E'

(1 - <^)E^
S

(f,

^

2

E-

m
(VI-75)

E'+E"

E'' + E"'
g
g

E''+E"'
m

NOW using (VI-59) and (VI-60)
and

and E" respectively .e can
she.

+
E'

m

a'

=

2

)2

+a

(a
*

(VI-76)

+

+

(ct

2

c(

^

)
1.

where

(1 -

E'

(J))

g_

a'

E'

+

E'

X

E

(VI-77)

g

d)

(1 - A)

E'

+

8

a'

r

(VI-78)
(1 - X)

E'

+ AE'

S

r

2

-

(1

+

(1 _ X)

2

E"

(}))

S

a' =
3

2

2

E'
8

E" + A E"
r
g

+ E"
B

(VI-79)
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({)

(1 - A)

E"

(1 - A)

E'
g

(VI-80)
-F-

+

A e;

+

(1 - A)

E- + A E
g

Similarly

+

a'

a'

3

(a'

+

a'
5

(a'

2

1

Tan

(VI-81)

+ a')

+ a')

3

a'

=

(VI-82)
a'

Case 4 - Parallel Series

a'

(Fig. 6d)

Here we will let E

correspond to the series portion of

TO

phases G and R.

Thus the problem becomes similar to Case 1 only with

the substitution for E' and E" which are given by Eqs.

and (VI-73)

.

(VI-69)

,

(VI-72)

The initial equation is

E* =

E'

+

i

E"

,

(VI-83)

But, from before

E'

= (1 - A) E' + A E"
m
g

(VI-84)

E" =

(1 - X)

+

E'-

Now using (VI-63) along with (VI-69)

e;

X

(,,.33)

(VI-72)

,

and (VI-73) we readily

,

obtain the derived equation for the
model.

X
E'

=

(1 - X)

+

E'
g

(VI-86),

where

(1 -

E'
8

X =
.2

E'
r

(h

+

2

(VI-87)

2

2

E'

+ E"

E'

+ E"

8

8

r

r

(1 -

E"

cf))

Y =

8
.

r

2

2

E'

+ E"

8

g

E"

d)

+

(VI-88)

2

E'
r

2

+ E"
r

Similarly

X Y

E" =

(1 - X)

E"

+

(vi-89)

8

Y^

and

E"

Tan

6

=

—

(1

- X)

=

E" + X

+

y'2

g

(VI-90)

X___

E'
(1 - X)

E'

+

X

^+

y^
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A computer program was written by the
author for calculating
the respective quantities of E'. E",
and Tan S
x^ere the

mixing parameters

cj)

.

The necessary inputs

and X as well as the dynamic quantities
E'

of each pure phase measured at a given
temperature and frequency.

3.)

Experim ental
The way in which the dynamic quantities
were measured was by

use of a commercial viscoelastometer called
a Vibron.

It is one of the

most commonly used today along with the torsional
pendulum method.

Its

principle of operation differs from the torsional pendulum
method in that
the latter operates on the "free vibration" technique
and the former by a

forced vibration.

Also the torsional method determines the shear moduli

and the Vibron measures the tensile moduli, but of course,
these two
are interrelated and hence one can essentially translate the
mechanical

spectrum measured by one method into the other.

Measurements were usually made as a function of temperature and
at a fixed frequency of 110 cps, though some measurements were made with

temperature and frequency both varied.
-170

to greater than 100 **C.

system under investigation.

The temperature range varied from

The upper limit was determined by the

In particular, when the real part of the

modulus has dropped to about 10^ dynes /cm^, one has reached the point where
further measurements are inaccurate.

The lower temperature is reached by

using liquid nitrogen to cool a large insulated copper block surrounding
the sample area.

By using two small strip heaters placed within this

copper block, increasing the temperature could be quite uniform and measure-

men ts could be made as often as every degree or so if desired.

The data

2^6

gathered from the experiment was the
values of tan {.the applied
foree,
the sample lenRth. and the
temperature.
From this raw data, with use
If
a co,„puter program written by
this
author, the rest of the desired
quan-

tities were obtained and automatically
plotted.
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CAPTIONS

FOR

FIGURES

(EXCLUDING MANUSCRIPTS)

I - 1

Real and Imaginary part of dynamic Young's
modulus as
a function of temperature for some systems
of K-101 cast

from various solvents.

1-2

Tan 5

plot against temperature for K-101 systems cast

from different solvents.

1-3

Mechanical spectra of some K-101 systems illustrating
effect of solvent ratios on mechanical properties.

I - A

Mechanical spectra showing the effect of residual solvent on the mechanical properties of solution cast films
of polystyrene.

1-5

Mechanical spectra showing effect of vacuum treatment for
removing residual solvent after film casting.

I ~

6

Mechanical spectra as a function of temperature for three
frequencies for toluene cast films of K-101.

I

"

7

Mechanical spectra as a function of

temperature for three

frequencies for MEK cast films of K-101.

1-8

Mechanical spectra as a function of temperature for three
frequencies

1-9

for toluene cast films of 900 IS.

Mechanical spectra as

a

function of temperature for three

frequencies for MEK cast films of 900 IS.
I - 10

Plot of log frequency vs. 1/T
for Polybutadiene loss
max
peak

2A0

I

- 11

Plot of log frequency vs. 1/T

^

for Polystyrene loss

peak.
I

- 12

Mechanical spectra of unstretched and previously
stretched

MEK cast K-101 systems.

1-13

.

Theoretically calculated mechanical spectra for tan

parameter calculated from models and compared with
experimental values found for toluene cast films of K-101.

U

I -

Theoretically calculated mechanical spectra for tan

parameter calculated from models and compared with experimental values found for MEK cast films of K-101.
1

-

15

Dynamic mechanical spectra as a function of temperature
for block copolymer "C" cast from different solvents or

compressed molded.
I

\ 16

Dynamic mechanical spectra as a function of temperature

\

for block copolymer ^

cast from the solvents MEK and

toluene

1-17

Dynamic mechanical spectra as a function of temperature
for toluene cast films of copolymers A6612 - 46616.

III - 1

Plot shov/ing how the degree of isomerization of high cis

Polybutadiene depends upon reaction time.
III

Diagran of apparatus used for stress relaxation studies.

III

Plot of the S.O.C. as

a

function of temperature for high

cis and high trans polybutadiene.

III

Plot of the S.O.C. as a function of cis polybutadiene
content for blend and isomerized samples.

25n

Plot of theoretical curves for
eq. IIl-io against

mole fraction of cis polybutadiene
for various rat:ios
of anlsotropy and statistical
segment length.

Plot comparing experimental with
theoretical values of th

ratio of anlsotropy and statistical
segment length as
found by cq

.

III-IO.

Diagram showing how the reference axes
were defined for
the calculation of monomeric anisotroples
of cis and

trans polybutadiene.

Plots of dichroism measured at .different
temperatures

versus extension ratio for films of
unplastlclzed DH-PVC.
Plots of dichroism measured at different
temperatures
versus extension ratio for films of 10% plasticized
DH-PVC.

Plots of dichroism measured at different- temperatures

versus extension ratio for films of 20% plasticized
DH-PVC.

Plots of dichroism measured at different temperatures

versus extension ratio for films of 35% plasticized

DH-PVC
Plots of the dichroism during relaxation measured at

different temperatures versus log time for films of

unplastlclzed DH-PVC.
Plots of the dichroism during relaxation measured at

different temperatures versus log time for films of

10% plasticized DH-PVC.

Plots of the dichroisni during relaxation measured
at

different temperatures versus log time for films
of
20% plasticized DH-PVC.

Plots of the dichroism during relaxation measured at

different temperatures versus log time for films of
35% plasticized DH-PVC.

Plot of the average slopes (assuming linear behavior)

determined from the dichroism

-

extension ratio p]ots,

and dichroism ]og time plots 2iD
,

log t, versus

percent of pJasticizer.
Plot of

A,,

and Aj^

and A^ against log time during a

t3/pical relaxation experiment conducted on DH-PVC fi]ms.

Plots of birefringence versus extension ratio measured
on p]asticized and unplasticized films of PVC.

Plots of birefringence versus log time measured during

relaxation on plasticized and unp3 asticized films of PVC.
Plots of the ratio of the orientation function,

f,

vzith

birefringence versus extension ratio for plasticized and
unplasticized films.
Plots of the ratio of the orientation function,

f,

with

birefringence versus log time for plasticized and unplasticized films.

Diagram for aiding in the description of the phenomenon
of birefringence.

252

VI -

2

Photograph showing apparatus used
for making high
speed birefringence measurements.

VI - 3

Photograph of example of oscilloscope
trace made
during a high speed birefringence
experiment.

VI - A

Plot showing how the ratio of
bench marks to piston

separation varied with extension
ratio for

a film of

K-101 cast from toluene.
VI - 5

Diagram aiding in the explanation of
the difference

between the origin of isotropic scattering
and anisotropic scattering.
VI - 6

Diagram showing the four mechanical models
of Takaynnagi
used in predicting theoretical dynamic
mechanical beha-

vior of

tv7o

phase systems.

'S3

CT.OSSARY OF TERMS.
s-„,o,.s, a^,

"nits.
A similar b]ock
of
between the two "a' Wockf.
D

~

^^C HS -

tL

AEB»n
VIATTONS

^^^^^^^

^^"^^7 nononoric
component "B- is located

^^iclirois?.!

Differential scanning calorinetry
High Speed Cgenerallv refers
to "'^^'"^^"^
q^rn^.>,.•
order of
2000 in/in/min!)

'"^^

"^^^^-^

of the

nv
incident beam.
-

E'

E" -

PR -

Polybutadiene

PS -

Polystyrene

\

(Crystalline meltino; temperature

~

Biref rinj^ence
("^^^'-2"

The difference in the polarizabilities
parallel and nerpendicular (o;^) of a statistical segment.

Coj--h2)-

Same as

SOC -

C'V^-q.-^)

.

Stress Optical Coefficient

25A

LIST
I -

OF

TABLES

1

Characterization Data on the Block Copolymers
Investigated

III - 1

Characterization Data Determined from Samples
of Hiph Cis or Hi^^h Trans Polybutadiene that

III -

2

had been Photoisomerized

-^q^

Values of the Optical Parameters Found or Calculated for CIS 1,A or TRANS 1,4 Polybutadiene
or Respective Butadiene Monomer
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